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ABSTRACT
THE STUDY OF WAVE-BLOCKING AND CURRENT EFFECTS
ON NONLINEAR INTERACTIONS OF SHALLOW-WATER WAVES
USING ADVANCED BOUSSINESQ MODELS.
Qin Chen
Old Dominion University, 1997
Advisor: Dr. David R. Basco
Co-Advisor: Dr. Per A. Madsen (ICCH)

The first part of this work focuses on the derivation of enhanced Boussinesq-type
equations for the combined motion o f waves and currents in shallow water areas. The
waves are assumed weakly nonlinear and the ambient current is assumed to be uniform
over water depth. To allow for the treatment of strong currents in connection with waveblocking in shallow water, we assume the magnitude of the current to be as large as the
shallow-water wave celerity. The temporal variation of the current is ignored, while the
spatial variation is assumed never to exceed that of the wave. First, equations are derived
in terms of the depth-averaged velocity on the basis of the new scaling assumptions to
retain the correct form o f the Doppler shift and to allow for strong currents. Then these
equations are enhanced to achieve a Pade [2,2] expansion in the dimensionless wave
number of Stokes fully-dispersive wave celerity with the presence of an ambient current
by either employing the Madsen et a l.’s (1991) technique or Nwogu’s (1993) approach.
Finally, the equations are further enhanced to Pade [4,4] dispersion characteristics. Linear
dispersion analysis shows that this formulation allows a much larger range of application
in terms of the current speed and wave period.
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Following Wei et al. (1995) and Banijamali (1997), the new set of Boussinesq-type
equations in one dimension is solved by use of higher-order, finite-difference schemes.
Emphasis is given to the development o f nonreflective boundary conditions for the fullycoupled wave/current motion. The strategy proposed in this work is to couple two known
methods which are the sponge layer concept suitable for short waves and Sommerfeld
radiation condition for currents. This coupling method provides satisfactory non-reflective
boundaries for the simulation of fully coupled wave/current motion as demonstrated by the
numerical experiments. We verify the model against the well known solutions based on
the existing theories and good agreement has been observed. The numerical results
confirm the non-breaking single-reflection process of wave blockage although the reflected
waves are not well resolved by the model due to the grid size limit. With respect to the
blockage of higher-harmonics generated by nonlinear shoaling, we can conclude that as
long as the higher-harmonics are bound with the primary wave, they can propagate against
a strong opposing current which is strong enough to block the free higher-harmonics.
To investigate the effect of the nonlinearity on the wave blockage, we derive the
third-order solution of the new set of Boussinesq-type equations following the Stokes-type
expansion technique and the results are compared with the target solution by Baddour &
Song (1990) who derived the solution from potential theory. It turns out that the new
equations become nearly linear with accurate dispersion characteristics in deep water and
retain the applicability for weakly nonlinear waves in shallow water with the similar slight
over-prediction of nonlinearity as in the Nwogu’s (1993) equations in comparison with the
nonlinear Stokes-type solutions. The analysis shows that the amplitude effect may remove
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the singularity completely. In the case of strong nonlinearity, the removal of waveblocking by the amplitude effect may lead to wave breaking due to the wave steepness
limit.
Current effects on nonlinear interactions o f shallow-water waves are also
investigated. First, we derived the evolution equations for triad interactions on the basis
of the Yoon & Liu’s (1989) equations with a constant water depth on an ambient current.
It turns out that the evolution equations have identical form to those of the pure wave
motion (e.g. Dingemans, 1994) but an ambient current influences nonlinear interactions
by the modulation of the mismatch and the interaction coefficients. We found that an
opposing current increases the magnitude of the interaction coefficients resulting in
reduction o f the degree o f interactions and vise-versa for a following current. This is
confirmed by the near-field solutions on the basis o f the Stokes second-order theory and
the numerical simulations of harmonic generation and nonlinear shoaling of shallow-water
waves with opposing and following currents by the use of the numerical model. It can be
concluded that an opposing current will reduce the Ursell number, the beat-length, and the
ratio of the energy in the second harmonics to the energy in the primary wave and viseversa for a following current. In other words, an opposing current will diminish the extent
of triad interactions while a following current will intensify energy exchange between
wave components. This is in complete, direct contrast to the current effects on deep-water
waves. The shoaling tests also demonstrate that an ambient current has less effect on
bounded harmonics than on free harmonics.
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The theoretical and numerical results obtained in the present work show that the
new Boussinesq-type equations for fully coupled wave/current interaction m ate it possible
to simulate a range o f complicated phenomena related to the interaction of waves and the
depth-uniform current in coastal regions.
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t

Primes denote dimensional quantities

a'o

Characteristic wave amplitude

a

First-order wave amplitude

a,,, n = l,2 ,3

Wave amplitudes of three bounded harmonics in Chapter V

a,-, j = 1,2,3

Wave amplitudes of three free harmonic in Chapter VI

•

Complex conjugate of a,-

aj
a2(x)

Wave amplitude of second-harmonic

A3

Wave amplitude

A*

Wave action

A’

Coefficients of the tridiagonal matrix, i.e. equation (4.1.32a)

A”

Coefficients of the tridiagonal matrix, i.e. equation (4.1.33a)

A , A’

Coefficients of the tridiagonal matrix at open boundaries

b„, 11=1,2,3

Velocity amplitudes of three bounded harmonics in Chapter V

B3

Amplitude o f wave orbit velocity

B’

Coefficients of the tridiagonal matrix, i.e. equation (4.1.32b)

B”

Coefficients of the tridiagonal matrix, i.e. equation (4.1.33b)

B \ B",

B\

B"

Coefficients o f the tridiagonal matrix at open boundaries

B

Parameter for dispersion enhancement

C’

Coefficients of the tridiagonal matrix, i.e. equation (4.1.32c)

C”

Coefficients of the tridiagonal matrix, i.e. equation (4.1.33c)

c\

C"

Coefficients of the tridiagonal matrix at open boundaries

c

Shallow water celerity

C

Absolute wave celerity

Cr

Intrinsic wave celerity
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X V lll

Cg

Absolute wave group velocity

Cg,.

Intrinsic wave group velocity
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Damping coefficient function o f sponge layer

Cgr

= CgMhg)

ct, Cj

Right hand side of equations (5.3.15)

d

W ater depth from free surface

d1; dj

Right hand side of equations (5.3.19)

Dt, D2

Numerators in the second-order solution

D

Denominator in the second-order solution

E = l/ 8 p g ff

Wave energy

E(q, u j
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E,(ti , u j

Equation (4.1.8)

E*

Left hand side of equation (4.1.27a)

EI? Ej

Numerators in the third-order solution

E

Denominator in the third-order solution

f(x)

functions

F(q, u j

Equation (4.1.9)

F2(ti,

uk

,

uj

Equation (4.1.10)

Fr

Froude number

flf f2

Eqns (5.3.22g) & (5.3.22h), or (6.1.15) & (6.1.16), respectively

Fu F2

Right hand side o f equations (5.3.21)

F*

Left hand side of equation (4.1.27b)

g

Acceleration of gravity

G2

Coefficient of Stokes second-order solution

h^

Characteristic water depth

h

Still-water depth

hj

Still-water depth at grid point j

H

Wave height

k

Wave number

kj, j = 1,2,3

Wave numbers of three free harmonic components in Chapter VI
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Two solutions of the dispersion relation of deep-water gravity
waves
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Wave length in deep water
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Beat length

mu , m12, m2I, mn ,

Coefficients of the matrix
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p

Pressure

pw

Wave part o f p

P=U d

Depth-integrated flow rate, i.e. flux

P/S^ 1=1,2,3

Interaction coefficients

Q i/S;,

1= 1,2

Interaction coefficients

^

Bottom friction, i.e. equation (4.3.1)

R t , R 2, R 3

Ratios of the solutions relative to those of Stokes

S0

Bottom slope

Sf

=-Rc

t

Time

T

Wave period

Ts

Surface tension between water and air

u = u(x,y,z,t)

Fluid particle velocity vector

u

Horizontal velocity in x direction

U = U(x,t)

Depth-averaged velocity in x direction

U = U(x,y,t)

Depth-averaged velocity vector

u . = u(x,y,zB,t)

Velocity vector at an arbitrary z-level

uB = u(x,y,z„,t)

Velocity at an arbitrary z-Ievel in x direction

u = u(x,y,0,t)

Velocity vector at the still water level

Uq

First-order velocity amplitude

ub =u(x,y,-h,t)

Velocity vector on the sea bed

Uj

Velocity at the grid point j +1/2 in a staggered grid system
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U7 , n= 1,2,3

Wave orbit velocities of three bounded harmonics in Chapter V

Ulf U2f

Wave orbit velocities of first- and second-order solutions.

uc

Current part o f u

uw

Wave part of u

u*

Left hand side o f equation (4.1.6)

V

Horizontal velocity in y direction

w

Vertical velocity
Current part o f w

Ww

Wave part o f w

(x,y,z)

Cartesian coordinates

X = 6X

Slower scale o f wave modulation

Z.

Z-location at which u . is taken

At

Time step

All

Convergence criterion for the velocity variable

AX

Grid size in x direction

Subscript ref

Reference values for damping in the sponge layer

'

a

as
P, P.. P2

\i
Zn

h 2{h
Damping coefficient
Enhancement parameters

Y. Y ,. Y2

Enhancement parameters

Ys

Damping coefficient

A.

= -0.541

r1

= —V (V 'D - -V[V-(ACO]
6
2

r u

rn =r1
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= — V (V -«J

+ z « V [V -C /ro a )]

2

r11

r11 = r1

L DC

A

r

Linear parts of the continuity equation

rm

Linear parts of the momentum equation

6m

Mismatch in wave numbers o f free and bounded secondharmonics

6

Scale parameter of i f

6

Nonlinearity parameter

H

Dispersion parameter

v

Current strength parameter, e^v ^ l

o

Slow scale of spatial varying

a.

Intrinsic angular frequency

a.

Characteristic intrinsic angular frequency

Oj

First-order intrinsic angular frequency in Chapter V

o3

Third-order intrinsic angular frequency in Chapter V

a3

Part of o3

Oj, j = 1,2,3

Intrinsic angular frequencies o f three free harmonics.

co

Absolute angular frequency

coj, j =1,2,3

Absolute angular frequencies of three free harmonics.

co0

First-order absolute angular frequency

<o

= coh/\/(hg)

<f>j, j =1,2,3

Phases of three free wave components in Chapter VI

rj

Free surface elevation

Tf

Current part of q

qw

Wave part of q

q*

Left hand side of equation (4.1.5)

*
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r|j

Free surface elevation at the grid point j

r(n, 11= 1,2,3

Free surface elevation of three bounded harmonics in Chapter V

t|j, r^2

Surface elevation of first- and second-order solutions

7

Right hand side of equation (3.2.4)

Q

Left hand side of equation (5.3.16c)

i4

Boussinesq-type terms of 0 ( vV2), n = 0 ,1,2,3 in the mass eqn.

n“

Enhanced
Enhanced term of O ( vpt2)

H"

Boussinesq-type terms of 0(6{"'lV). «=2,3,4

A*

Boussinesq-type terms o f 0 ( 8"/V 2), n =0,2,4 in the
momentum eqns.

A!

Boussinesq-type terms of O (vp2) in the momentum eqns.

A^

Boussinesq-type terms o f O (vdp2) in the momentum eqns.

Aj

Boussinesq-type terms o f O (v 62^2) in the momentum eqns.

A;

Enhanced A1,, m =0 , 1,2 ,3,4,5

A1^

Boussinesq-type terms A^ but formulated in the velocity at zlevel

A ^,

Enhanced A ^,, m=0 , 1,2 ,3,4,5

V=(3/5x, d/dy)

Horizontal gradient operator

Aq

Convergence criterion for the free surface elevation
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Problem Statem ent
Wind waves with ambient currents are encountered in lakes, estuaries and oceans

and particularly in nearshore coastal regions near tidal inlets where a great amount of
human activity is located. It is important to understand and model the coupled
wave/current motion. Improved capability of coastal wave modeling is needed to address
many aspects of coastal engineering.
As one example, the tidal currents at the entrance to the Chesapeake Bay strongly
affect the wave field striking Virginia Beach south of the inlet. As a result, the annual net
sediment transport reverses direction below the inlet above Sandbridge Beach. Spatial
gradients in breaking wave height drive the longshore currents that transport sediments out
of this location and create a high erosion ram at Sandbridge. Improved models of coupled
wave/current motion will significantly improve our ability to understand and model
sediment transport near inlets.
As another example, surf zone hydrodynamics are characterized by the interaction
of nonlinear, random waves with ambient currents generated by wave breaking. Existing
models for surf zone hydrodynamics are far from satisfactory. The recent development in
Boussinesq theory for pure wave propagation in nearshore regions offers a promising
approach to modeling o f coastal hydrodynamics if current effects can be taken into
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account. In fact, the development o f advanced coastal wave modeling tools calls for the
improvement of the Boussinesq theory in the dispersion and nonlinear characteristics for
the coupled wave/current motion.
The linear properties of wave/current interaction such as Doppler shift and wave
refraction due to horizontally-varying, depth-uniform currents are fairly well understood.
However, our understanding of wave-blocking and breaking due to opposing currents and
the influence of currents on nonlinear triad interactions of shallow-water waves is very
limited. The goals of this dissertation research are to (1) derive advanced versions of the
nonlinear Boussinesq-type equations for the fully coupled wave/current motion and to (2)
address those complicated water wave problems needing further research by means of
theoretical and numerical methods. This will be the first step toward the development of
a comprehensive numerical model for simulation of coastal hydrodynamics including
wave/current interaction.
1.2

Objectives
The study objectives are to:

1.

Analyze the Doppler shift properties of the typical existing Boussinesq-type
equations when an ambient current is present.

2.

Derive and analyze a new form of Boussinesq-type equations with highly accurate
linear dispersion characteristics for the interaction of water waves with depthuniform currents.

3.

Develop a numerical model based on the new equations as a research tool by
incorporation of appropriate boundary conditions for the fully coupled
wave/current motion.

4.

Verify the Boussinesq model for fully coupled wave/current motion against the
solutions based on the conventional theories.
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5.

Derive the third-order solutions of the new equations on the basis of the Stokestype expansion technique and analyze the nonlinear dispersion effects on waveblocking.

6.

Simulate and understand the wave-blocking phenomenon using the numerical
model.

7.

Obtain insights into current effects on the nonlinear triad interactions of shallowwater waves by deriving the interaction equations with an ambient current and
comparing the interaction coefficients with those of pure wave motion.

8.

Investigate current effects on higher-harmonic generation and nonlinear shoaling
of shallow-water waves by utilizing the numerical model.

1.3

Outline o f Contents
The results of the present dissertation research are organized as follows.
After the introduction in this chapter, a brief review of the literature in connection

with the scope o f this research is given in Chapter H. We summarize the state of
knowledge in Boussinesq theory, numerical modeling of wave/current interaction, waveblocking mechanisms and triad interactions relevant to the goal of the present work.
Emphasis is given to revealing where the present knowledge ends and where the starting
point of the present research begins.
Chapter in presents the development of the Boussinesq theory for the fully-coupled
motion of waves and depth-uniform currents. First, we examine the Doppler shift
properties o f existing typical Boussinesq-type equations with the presence of an ambient
current by analyzing their linear dispersion relations. This analysis permits further
understanding of how an ambient current influences the dispersion characteristics o f the
equations. Secondly, as an important step of the derivation of Boussinesq-type equations,
we distinguish the scales of the magnitudes of the wave particle velocity and the current
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speed as well as their variations in space and time. The scale analysis leads to new scaling
assumptions, hi contrast to the assumption by Yoon & Liu (1989), we allow current speeds
to exceed the intrinsic wave group velocity in order to simulate the wave-blocking
phenomenon. On the basis o f the depth-integrated continuity equation and the Euler
equations of motion for an inviscid, incompressible fluid, we derive a set of equations in
terms of the depth-integrated velocity obtaining a generalization of the equations by Yoon
& Liu (1989) to allow for strong currents. Then the equations are enhanced to achieve
Pade [4,4] type dispersion improvement in the presence of ambient currents by recasting
the equations in the velocity variable at an arbitrary z-elevation and employing the
dispersion enhancement technique by Schaffer & Madsen (1995). Finally, the linear
dispersion properties of the new equations are analyzed which leads to estimates of the
applicability of the new equations.
Chapter IV presents the finite-difference solution to the equations for the hilly
coupled wave/current motion in one-dimension. Following Wei et al. (1995) and
Banijamali (1997), the fourth-order central difference is used for the discretization of the
first spacial-derivatives and second-order centering for the higher spatial-derivatives. A
staggered grid is employed for spatial discretization. The time integration utilizes the
predictor-corrector method. We make use o f the third-order explicit Adams-Bashforth
scheme for the predictor step and the fourth-order Adams-Moulton scheme for the
corrector step. In addition to the description o f the numerical scheme, emphasis is given
to the development of the non-reflective boundary conditions for simulation of the fully
coupled wave/current motion. Model verification against the solutions of the stationary,
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nonlinear shallow water equations for steady open channel flow and the wave action
principle for the combined wave/current motion in a slowly varying, stationary media are
described in Chapter IV.
Chapter V deals with the theoretical analysis and numerical simulation of the
blockage of wind waves by opposing currents. First o f all, we present the analysis of the
blocking properties of the new form o f Boussinesq-type equations for the coupled
wave/current motion derived in Chapter m . Secondly, the single- and double-refection
mechanisms of the blockage are reviewed and discussed in detail, which serves as the
theoretical background for the understanding of wave-blocking. Thirdly, third-order
solutions of the new Boussinesq-type equations based on the Stokes-type expansion
technique are derived and compared with the target solutions introduced by Baddour &
Song (1990) who started their derivation from the potential theory. We then utilize the
solutions to examine the nonlinear effects on the wave blockage. Finally in Chapter V,
numerical simulations o f the blockage o f monochromatic and bichromatic waves by an
strong opposing current over a submerged bar bathymetry are detailed.
Chapter VI focuses on the study o f current effects on nonlinear interaction of
shallow-water waves. We derive a set of evolution equations on the basis of the Yoon &
Liu (1989)’s equations with a constant water depth. The interaction coefficients of the
equations with the presence of an ambient current are then compared with those of pure
wave motion, which reveals the tendency o f the current effects on the nonlinear
interactions. The current effects on the beat-length and the second-order amplitude
coefficient of the near field solution for harmonic generation are also analyzed. We utilize
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the numerical model developed in Chapter IV to simulate harmonic generation on a flat
bottom with an opposing and a following current. The modeled results are compared with
those of the pure wave motion and the current effects are discussed. The numerical model
is also employed to investigate current effects on bounded waves resulting from nonlinear
shoaling and the release o f higher-harmonics due to the abrupt change in the water depth
such as the wave passage over a submerged bar bathymetry.
Although brief summaries o f the conclusions are given at the ends of the main
chapters, Chapter VII summarizes the findings and conclusions of the present research
work. Recommendations for future research in the use of Boussinesq theory for
wave/current interaction are presented at the end of Chapter VII.
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CHAPTER n
STATE OF KNOWLEDGE
2.1

Boussinesq Theory
Geophysical fluid motion such as surface gravity waves, oceanographic and littoral

currents is generally a three-dimensional problem. However, the vertical scale of the large
scale motion is usually many orders of magnitude smaller than the horizontal scales. In
analogy to the nonlinear shallow water equations (SWE), the Boussinesq theory essentially
reduces the description of the motion to two horizontal dimensions. In contrast to the SWE
however, Boussinesq-type equations attempt to retain the non-hydrostatic effects due to the
vertical acceleration of the motion which is completely neglected in the SWE. This is done
by introducing a polynomial approximation of the vertical distribution of the flow field
into the integral conservation laws of mass and momentum.
In the original work by Boussinesq (1872), the vertical velocity of the fluid motion
was simply assumed to vary linearly from zero at the bottom to the maximum at the free
surface, and then parts o f the non-hydrostatic pressure were taken into account by
including the local acceleration o f this vertical velocity (see e.g. Basco, 1983; Madsen &
Schaffer, 1996). The original formulation by Boussinesq was restricted to a horizontal bed.
Mei & LeMehaute (1966) extended this work to an uneven bottom in one dimension. Their
formulation was latter corrected by Madsen & Mei (1969).
In 1967, Peregrine derived the so-called ‘classical’ Boussinesq equations for gravity
waves in shallow water with variable depth in two dimensions on the horizontal plane. The
equations were presented in two versions. One set was formulated in terms of the
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horizontal velocity vector at the still water level and the other set is in terms of the depthaveraged velocity vector. It was latter demonstrated by Mei (1983), Madsen et al. (1991)
and Nwogu (1993) that the accuracy of the linear dispersion characteristics o f Boussinesqtype equations is dependent on the choice o f the velocity variable of the equations.
The classical Boussinesq equations were derived based on two important
parameters, 6 and p, which represent the nonlinearity and dispersion, respectively. The
nonlinear parameter e is defined as the ratio o f the wave amplitude o f the surface
disturbance to the water depth, and /x is the ratio of the water depth to the wave length.
It is assumed that €«1, and /x2= 0 (e) in the classical Boussinesq equations. The balance
between the nonlinearity and dispersion leads to solutions with constant wave form, such
as solitary and cnoidal waves. Because higher-order terms equal to or higher than
0 (e 2,*i4,e/x2) are truncated in the classical Boussinesq equations, only the lowest order
dispersion and the lowest order nonlinearity are taken into account.
It is well known that weak dispersion of the classical Boussinesq equations imposes
a critical limitation on the applicability o f the equations and it restricts applications to the
case of small wave numbers or shallow water (see e.g. Madsen et al., 1991). Recently,
advances in the applicability of the Boussinesq theory has been achieved by Madsen et al.
(1991), Madsen & Sorensen (1992), Nwogu (1993), Schrdter et al. (1994), and Schaffer
& Madsen (1995). Their efforts have resulted in significant improvements in the linear
dispersion properties of the Boussinesq equations for wave propagation in intermediate to
deep water. Basically, two techniques have been developed to improve the dispersion
characteristics o f the Boussinesq equations by utilizing the Pade approximations in
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connection with the linear celerity o f fully dispersive gravity waves. The first approach
originated by Madsen et al. (1991) is essentially to bring back some of the functions o f the
truncated higher order terms by invoking the linear long-wave equations. The basic
procedure is to apply spatial differentiation twice on the linearized momentum equations
multiplied by a free coefficient, and then to add the results to the momentum equations of
the classical Boussinesq equations. The free coefficient is determined by matching the Pade
[2,2] approximation of the linear dispersion relation given by the Stokes first-order
solution. On the other band, Nwogu (1993) proposed an alternative approach to obtaining
the identical dispersion improvement as in the Madsen et al.’s (1991) equations by
choosing the velocity variable at an arbitrary z-elevation with a free coefficient. The
coefficient again serves to match the resultant dispersion relation to the Pade [2,2]
approximation. Recently, these two approaches are combined by e.g. Schaffer & Madsen
(1995) to further improve the dispersion properties. Starting from the Nwogu’s (1993)
equations, applying the technique by Madsen et al. (1991) on both the mass and
momentum equations leads to a set o f equations with Pade [4,4] characteristics.
Beginning from Witting (1984), the Pade expansion technique in combination with
a Taylor expansion is utilized to determine the free coefficients for the improvement of the
dispersion properties of the Boussinesq equations. By definition, a Pade [n,m] expansion
of the Stokes linear dispersion relation, c2/(gh)=taDhkh/(kh), is given by
1 +pAkh)2 + p , m * * ~ +Pmm m
= ------- 1-— t
---------------=------gh
1 +q(kh)2 +q(kh) + —+q(kh)n
c2

-

Pade[m,n]
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10
where c is the wave celerity; g is the gravity acceleration; h is the water depth; k is the
wave number. The Pade expansion coefficients p mand qn (n, m = even numbers) are then
determined by comparing the coefficients o f the Taylor expansion of (2.1.1) around kh=Q
with the coefficients o f the Taylor expansion of the Stokes linear celerity. It was
demonstrated by Witting (1984) and Madsen et al. (1991) that a Pade [2,2] approximation
of the Stokes linear celerity yields less than 5% error in wave celerity in comparison with
fully dispersive waves when the dimensionless wave number (kh) is less than 3 which is
the conventional limit o f deep water. It is even more encouraging that a Pade [4,4]
approximation leads to accurate wave celerity up to khz6. Although all the improved
Boussinesq-type equations mentioned above are still truncated at 0{ez,n*,en2) as in the
classical Boussinesq equations, the linear dispersion properties have been significantly
improved as demonstrated by Madsen et al. (1991), Nwogu (1993), Schroter et al. (1994),
and Schaffer & Madsen (1995).
The nonlinearity o f Boussinesq-type equations has been analyzed by e.g. Madsen
& Sorensen (1993) who presented evolution equations for triad interactions and second
order transfer function for sub-harmonics and super-harmonics. Improvement of the
nonlinear properties essentially requires the inclusion of higher-order terms in 6 . In 1953,
Serre presented a set o f equations by retaining the lowest order dispersion and full
nonlinearity associated with the respective order of the dispersion. Recently, Wei et al.
(1995) derived a set of so-called ‘fully nonlinear* Boussinesq equations which basically are
an improved version of the Serre (1953) equations. The Wei et al. (1995) equations are
formulated in terms of the velocity vector at an arbitrary z-elevation as in the Nwogu
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II
(1993)’s equations instead o f the depth-averaged velocity in the equations by Serre (1953)
resulting in the Pade [2,2] dispersion characteristics and improvement of nonlinearity in
shallow water. However, those equations are still limited to Pade [2,2] characteristics due
to the weak-dispersion assumption and the nonlinear properties begin deviation in the
intermediate and deep water (Madsen & Schaffer, 1996)
Boussinesq-type equations which are higher order in both dispersion and
nonlinearity were recently derived and analyzed by Madsen & Schaffer (1996). Unlike the
unpublished work by Dingemans (1973) who introduced a set of one-dimensional equations
with terms of 0 (ep2) and OQS), Madsen & Schaffer (1996) retained all the terms up to
0(p*) which allow the magnitude of e to be arbitrary, or included the full nonlinearity
associated with OQi4). Furthermore, the technique by Schaffer & Madsen (1995) was
invoked to achieve the Pade [4,4] dispersion characteristics. It turns out that, by far, their
equations lead to probably the best properties in terms of dispersion and nonlinearity
among the existing Boussinesq-type equations in the literature.
Almost all the equations mentioned above were originally derived only for the pure
wave motion. The study of the combined wave/current motion using the Boussinesq theory
has drawn much less attention. It is not guaranteed that all these equations are capable of
dealing with wave/current interaction. Wave/current interaction in shallow water based on
the classical Boussinesq theory was first studied by Yoon & Liu (1989). A similar effort
was reported by Pruser & Zielke (1990). The main issue in connection with wave/current
interaction is that some higher-order nonlinear terms will be updated to the leading order
level due to the difference in the magnitude o f the wave particle velocity and the current
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velocity. Those terms should be included in order to obtain a correct form of Doppler shift
which is the linear dispersion relation for waves on a depth-uniform ambient current.
Although the equations by Yoon & Liu (1989) and Pruser & Zielke (1990) lead to the
correct form of Doppler shift, they are only applicable to the case of relatively small wave
numbers similar to the performance of the classical Boussinesq equations, hi the case of
opposing currents, this limitation becomes severe as wave numbers increase with the
current speed restricting applications to relatively low frequency waves and weak currents.
It is desirable to improve the equations by Yoon & Liu (1989) to achieve Pade-type
expansions of the dispersion relation as obtained by e.g. Madsen et al. (1991), Nwogu
(1993) and Schaffer & Madsen (1995) for the case of the pure wave motion. In the present
work, Chapter m is therefore devoted to the extension of the Boussinesq theory for
wave/current interaction with large wave numbers.
Although the Boussinesq theory was introduced 125 years ago, it has only since the
1960's received attention when numerical solutions to the equations became available.
Abbott et al. (1978) were among the first to solve a similar set of the equations by
Peregrine (1967) in the time domain by means of the frnite-difference method. The main
issue of the numerical methods for solving Boussinesq-type equations is to avoid the
truncation errors of second-order schemes diminishing the accuracy o f the equations.
Either back-substitution of the truncated terms of conventional second-order schemes (e.g.
Abbott et al., 1978; Abbott et al., 1984; Nwogu, 1993), or higher-order schemes (Wei &
Kirby, 1995; Wei et al., 1995; Banijamali, 1997) are required to ensure that the truncation
errors do not become comparable in magnitude to the dispersion terms with typical space
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and time resolution. Detailed literature review of the numerical methods for solving
Boussinesq-type equations was presented by Banijamali (1997).
2.2

M odeling W ave/Current Interaction
The concepts of ‘radiation stress’ introduced by Longuet-Higgin & Stewart (1961)

and ‘wave action’ proposed by Bretherton & Garrett (1968) form the theoretical foundation
for understanding wave/current interaction. The radiation stress is defined as the excess
momentum flux due to the presence of waves. The wave-induced water particle velocity
and the non-hydrostatic pressure of the wave contribute to the excess momentum flux. On
the other hand, the wave action is defined as the division of the wave energy by the
intrinsic angular frequency. For waves on a homogeneous current field, the kinematics of
wave/current interaction are described by the Doppler shift:
(co - IT-lc)1 = a ,2

(2 .2 . 1)

where co is the absolute angular frequency; O; is the intrinsic angular frequency, k is the
wave number vector; and Vs is the current velocity vector. Phillips (1977) presented the
depth-integrated and time-averaged conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy
for the combined motion of waves and depth-uniform currents. The momentum and energy
equations reveal that waves interact with an ambient current through the radiation stress
of the waves. By invoking the mass, momentum and energy equations with some
manipulations, a different energy-based equation, wave action conservation equation
emerges. As an alternative to the energy equation, it states that the wave action conserves
between wave rays in a slowly- varying, large-scale current field. Excellent literature
reviews on wave/current interaction were made by e.g. Peregrine (1976) and Jonsson
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(1990). We shall briefly discuss the numerical modeling o f wave/current interaction in
connection with the goal o f the present work.
There primarily exist three approaches for numerically modeling the interaction of
waves with large-scale, depth-uniform currents. The first approach is on the basis of the
wave action conservation equations (see e.g. Tolman, 1989; Holthuijsen et al., 1989). As
the second approach, beginning with Booij (1981), the mild-slope equation is extended to
allow for modeling wave/current interaction. Both methods only deal with linear waves
in a slowly-varying, large-scale media. In practice, the former is suitable to large
geometric areas with the limitation of the loss of phase resolution while the latter is a
phase-resolved approach but restricted to small simulation domains because the elliptic
nature of the mild-slope equations demands large computational resources. The third
approach is based on the Boussinesq theory as discussed in the preceding section.
Although the Boussinesq theory has intrinsic limitation to smaller wave numbers, it is
superior to the linear theory in that nonlinearity of shallow-water waves can be included.
Nonlinearity plays an important role in the coastal dynamics. Furthermore, both the wave
action approach and the mild-slope equation are not applicable in the case of strong
wave/current interaction in connection with wave-blocking. This aspect will be addressed
in the next section. Almost all simulations of wave/current interaction by means of the
wave action principle, the mild slope equations or the Boussinesq equations in the
literature split the flow field into the wave and current components. One of the advantages
of the decomposition of the flow filed is the convenient treatment of the boundary
conditions. In fact, the simulation of water waves with ambient currents is something
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analogous to the computation o f turbulent flows in light of the mean flow and the
turbulence. Fortunately, the governing equations for coupled wave/current are closed. In
principle, we are able to simulate waves and currents simultaneously without decoupling.
The boundary conditions for the fully coupled wave/current motion require however,
detailed attention. We have pursued the third approach, i.e. the Boussinesq theory for the
fully coupled wave/current motion in the present work.
2.3

Mechanism of W ave-Blocking
From the dynamic point o f view, the most interesting phenomenon of wave/current

interaction is wave blockage by currents, where the waves are stopped by an opposing
current with a speed equal to the local intrinsic wave group velocity. The mechanism of
wave-blocking is well illustrated by the graphic solution of the dispersion relation.
However, the dynamic description o f the blocking phenomenon is beyond the applicability
of the wave action approach and mild-slope equation. It is well known (see e.g. Shyu &
Phillips, 1991) that when wave blocking occurs, the wave action conservation equation
becomes singular, i.e. the wave height tends toward infinity which is obviously the
limitation of the wave action approach. One the other hand, the mild-slope equations is not
capable of describing wave-blocking either due to the similar infinity problem with the
explicit use o f the dispersion relation. The singularity implies that waves might break at
the blocking location. However, the theoretical work by Smith (1975), Stiassnie & Dagan
(1979), Shyu and Phillips (1990) and Trulsen & Mei (1993) shows that waves are reflected
at a different wave length rather than ‘broken’ at the blocking point. Their results establish
the single- and double- reflection mechanism of the wave blockage by currents. A few
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laboratory experiments on wave-blocking by Badulin et al. (1983), Pokazeyev et al. (1983)
and Long et al. (1991) quantitatively confirm the reflection mechanisms and the possibility
of non-breaking blockage. Huang (1993) presented the experimental evidence in support
o f the generation mechanism o f the surface roughness by the wave blockage due to
opposing currents.
A detailed review and discussion of the reflection mechanism of wave blockage will
be given in Section 5.2. To the author’s knowledge, direct numerical solution of the
conservation laws for mass and momentum to investigate wave-blocking by currents has
not appeared in the literature. In the present work, we shall pursue the numerical
simulation and investigation o f wave-blocking by extending the Boussinesq model to allow
for fully coupled wave/current interaction for large wave numbers.
2.4

Triad Interactions o f Shallow-W ater Waves
When wind-waves propagate into coastal regions from deep ocean, quadruple (four-

wave) resonance (see Phillips, 1960; Hasselmann, 1962, 1963 a-b) becomes weak, but
triad (three-wave) interactions become strong in shallow water due to the increase in the
nonlinearity o f the waves (Freilich & Guza, 1984). Armstrong et al. (1962) and Bretherton
(1964) introduced the concept of ‘near resonance’ in weakly non-linear systems with
discrete spectra. They showed that on moderate length and time scales, significant energy
transfers among the wave components occur if the resonance conditions were only
approximately satisfied, or
±*! ±*2 ±*3 =

(2.4.1)

± 0), ±o >2 ± 0)3 = 6-

(2.4.2)
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in which k{ and o>L(1= 1, 2, 3) are the wave number vectors and the angular frequencies
corresponding to three wave components, respectively. For dispersive gravity waves,
0 while 6=0. The near-resonance conditions for interactions o f two co-directional wave
components may be expressed by
*2 - 2*t = 6m

(2.4.3)

go2

(2.4.4)

- 2o>l = 0

where 6 m is the so-called mismatch between the wave numbers of the free and bound
second harmonics.
The simplest example o f near-resonant triad interactions of shallow-water waves
is probably the harmonic generation on a flat bottom when first-order boundary conditions
are applied. The use o f the first-order wave input in physical or nonlinear numerical
models leads to the release of parasitic higher harmonics which are of equal amplitude and
opposite phase compared with the bounded second harmonic. The mismatch which
depends on the water depth and the incoming wave period governs the so-called beatlength where energy exchanges completely back and forth between the primary wave and
higher harmonics. Nonlinear interactions result in energy exchange among the wave
components and the modulation of the wave form.
In the literature, the classical Boussinesq equations or KdV equations were used
to study triad interactions of periodic waves in shallow water by e.g. Mei & Unluata
(1972), Bryant (1973), Dingemans (1994), and nonlinear shoaling of wave spectra by
Freilich & Guza (1984) and others. Since the accuracy of higher-harmonics generated by
the classical Boussinesq models is limited by the dispersion characteristics of the
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equations, improved Boussinesq-type equations were utilized for the study by Madsen &
Sorensen (1993). Physical experiments by e.g. Boczar-Karakiewicz, 1972; Buhr-Hansen
& Svendsen, 1974; and Chapalain et al., 1992) confirm the mechanism of the harmonic
generation and the efficiency o f Boussinesq-type models for nonlinear triad interactions
of shallow-water waves. However, all the theoretical and experimental studies mentioned
above considered only pure water waves and current effects on triad interactions of
shallow-water have not achieved attention in the literature. Thus, one o f the work tasks
in the present work is to take the current effects into account.
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CHAPTER m
DEVELOPMENT OF BOUSSINESQ THEORY
FOR WAVE/CURRENT INTERACTION

3.1

Introduction
More than 100 years after Boussinesq (1871) first proposed his theory to account

for the effect o f the curvature o f the free surface on the flow for long waves in relatively
shallow water, the Boussinesq theory has been extended to short waves in deeper water
and has become a powerful tool to simulate wave propagation in coastal regions. Among
early efforts (e.g. Mei & LeMehaute, 1966), Peregrine (1967) formulated the so-called
classical Boussinesq equations for waves in shallow water with variable depth in two
dimensions on the horizontal plane. Recently, advances in the applicability of the
Boussinesq theory have been achieved by Madsen et al. (1991), Madsen & Sorensen
(1992), Nwogu (1993), Schrdter et al. (1994) and Schaffer & Madsen (1995). Their efforts
have resulted in significant improvement in the linear dispersion properties of the
Boussinesq equations for wave propagation in intermediate to deep water. Improvements
in the nonlinear properties o f the Boussinesq equations have been reported by Wei et al.
(1995) and Madsen & Schaffer (1996). It should also be mentioned that the classical and
extended Boussinesq equations have been employed to study nonlinear triad interactions
of water waves by Mei & Unluata (1972), Freilich & Guza (1984), Madsen & Sorensen
(1993) and others.
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It is well known that wind waves with ambient currents are often encountered in
large water bodies, such as lakes, estuaries, oceans and, in particular, coastal regions near
tidal inlets where a great deal o f human activity is located. It is therefore important to
understand the coupled wave/current motion. Wave/current interaction in shallow water
was first studied by Yoon & Liu (1989) on the basis o f the classical Boussinesq theory.
Starting from the continuity equation and the Euler equations of motion they derived a set
of Boussinesq-type equations while considering the relative magnitude of wave and current
velocity components. A similar effort was reported by Pruser & Zielke (1990) who dealt
with the interaction of waves with large scale currents, such as tidal currents. Similar to
the performance of the classical Boussinesq equations, these sets of equations are only
applicable to relatively small wave numbers. In the case of opposing currents this
limitation becomes more severe as wave numbers increase with the current speed
restricting applications to relatively low frequency waves and weak currents. Thus, it is
desirable to improve the equations by Yoon & Liu (1989) to achieve Pade-type expansions
of the dispersion relation as obtained by e.g. Madsen et al. (1991), Nwogu (1993) and
Schaffer & Madsen (1995) for the case of pure wave motion. In fact, the need for
advanced coastal wave modelling tools and the understanding of the complicated
phenomena, such as wave-blocking by opposing currents and current effects on the
nonlinear triad interactions of water waves call for a new set of Boussinesq-type equations
for coupled wave/current motion with higher accuracy in the Doppler shift properties.
Therefore, this work is aimed at the extension of the Boussinesq theory for wave/current
interaction for larger wave numbers.
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The structure o f this chapter is as follows. In Section 3.2, we examine Doppler
shift properties o f existing Boussinesq-type equations with ambient currents by analysing
their linear dispersion relations. This analysis permits further understanding of how
ambient currents affect the Boussinesq terms and alter the dispersion properties of the
equations. In Section 3.3, we analyse the scale of the magnitude of the horizontal particle
velocity of the wave and current motion, respectively, as well as their variations in space
and time. This analysis is based on the linear wave/current solution and it leads to new
scaling assumptions for the proceeding derivations, in contrast to the assumption by Yoon
& Liu (1989), we allow current speeds to exceed the intrinsic wave group velocity in order
to simulate the wave blocking phenomenon. Section 3.4 presents the governing equations
for inviscid, incompressible fluid motion, which serve as the starting point for the
development o f the Boussinesq-type equations. In Section 3.5, based on the depthintegrated continuity equation and Euler equations o f motion, equations are derived in
terms of the depth-averaged velocity to obtain a generalization of the equations o f Yoon
& Liu (1989) to allow for stronger currents. Then these equations are enhanced to obtained
Pade [2,2] dispersion characteristics retaining the correct form of the Doppler shift. In
Section 3.6, equations are formulated in terms of the velocity variable at an arbitrary zlocation still allowing for strong ambient currents. For vanishing currents, the equations
reduce to those o f Nwogu (1993). We further enhance this formulation to achieve Pade
[4,4] dispersion characteristics in the presence of ambient currents. Section 3.7 presents
the linear dispersion analysis o f the new equations. Finally, we summarize the findings and
the equations for coupled wave/current motion in coastal regions in Section 3.8.
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3.2

Analysis o f the Behaviour o f Typical Boussinesq-Type Equations With
Ambient Currents
Various forms o f lower-order Boussinesq equations appear in the literature.

Basically, they may be classified into three groups as follows:
(1)

the classical Boussinesq equations for wave motion (e.g. Peregrine, 1967);

(2)

the Boussinesq equations extended to allow for wave/current interaction
(Yoon & Liu, 1989; Prflzer & Zielke, 1990);

(3)

the Boussinesq-type equations enhanced to incorporate improved linear
dispersion properties (e.g. Madsen e ta l., 1991; Madsen & Sorensen,1992;
Nwogu, 1993).

In order to examine the behaviour o f the typical existing Boussinesq-type equations
(BTE) when ambient currents are present, we analyse their linear dispersion properties.
Five sets of BTE are chosen, which are the classical equations by Peregrine (1967) and
the alternative form by Abbott et al. (1978), the extended equations by Madsen et al.
(1991) and Nwogu (1993) and the equations introduced by Yoon & Liu (1989). The one
dimensional versions o f the five sets of equations on a horizontal bottom can be written
as follows:
Peregrine (1967)
T)t + hU x + {r\U)x = 0

U, + UU, * * 1% -

1

,

- o

(3.2.1a)

Abbott et al. (1978)
tlf * P X = 0

' p i)
—

Pt+
\

d

) x

,

- g ^ x - U 2Pa( = 0
3
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Yoon & Liu (1989)
r]t + hUx + (TjC^)x = 0
r rat u c + UUX * gr\x - jlh. *- U

- -0
U U Jx =

(3‘21C)

Madsen et al. (1991)
i, * f . = °
\

f

+

(3.2 . Id)

f

p2
k d JX

“ 0

+ g d r\x ~
V

and Nwogu (1993)

“Hr + h u <u + ( V I ) * + [ a + J
“ or

+

“ a “ ar

+

+

* 3|W
=

= 0

(3.2.1e)

0

where r\ is the free surface elevation, g is the acceleration of gravity, U is the depthaveraged velocity, P = Ud is the depth-integrated volume flux, ua is the velocity at an
arbitrary level z = za(where z is measured upwards from the still water level), d = h+r\
is the water depth, h is the still water depth, £ is a free parameter and
a = z jh + 0.5 *(_zjh)2. Pade [2,2] dispersion characteristics appear when £ = 1/15 and
a = -2/5, respectively, is chosen (Madsen et al., 1991; Nwogu, 1993).
Let us decompose the velocity field into the wave particle velocity component and
the ambient current part, i.e. u = u * + u c, (u =U or ua) . For the following analysis
we assume the current speed to be a known quantity which is constant in space and time.
We substitute u into equations (3.2.1) and neglect terms which are nonlinear in wave
quantities. This leads to:
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Peregrine (1967)
+

\

W

“ r

+

h u *

f

+

“

Mr

“x

u

=

%

0

_

+ ^ x

I - 1

-

~

h

W

“ xxr =

(3.2.2a)

A

0

Abbott et al. (1978)
i), + h u x

+ u crix = 0

(3.2.2b)

Yoon & Liu (1989)
r\t + h u " * t t cTlz = 0
u,

w

c

w

* u eux

—

1,i »

1,2 c*

(3.2.2c)

.

+ ^Tlx - j A V * , - y A 2« cBxxx = 0

Madsen et al. (1991)
T\t + h u x

+ u ctix = 0

i i cTlt + h u " + ( a c)2Tlx + 2 h u cux

5 + y j A 2« eT|W

+ g-A T|x

5 + — ^ 3“Jf ~

(3.2.2d)

=0

and Nwogu (1993)
tif + h u x

+ u ctix +

' . ♦ r AV I = 0
3

u ’ + « cux

+ g tix +

ah 2«J, = 0
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For a progressive sinusoidal wave with the angular frequency co and the wave number k,
the velocity and free surface elevation can be written in complex notation as
u w = R € {uO

(3.2.3a)

T| = Rg { a e Kkx-°*>}

(3.2.3b)

where uo and a are the constant amplitudes of the velocity and free surface elevation,
respectively. Substitution of (3.2.3) into equations (3.2.2) results in five sets of linear
equations. Each set consists of two linear, homogeneous, algebraic equations in terms of
a and uo with nontrivial solutions only if the determinant vanishes. The requirement of

nontrivial solutions gives the five linear dispersion relations corresponding to the five sets
of BTE when ambient currents are present. They may be expressed as follows:
(3.2.4)

( oo - u ck f - o f = Y

where
gktanhkh

the first-order Stokes theor

(3.2.5a)

Peregrine (1967)
ghk2

I +—k 2h 2
3
a) =

(1 + B k z h 2')g hk 2

1 - a k 2h 2

Abbott et a l.(l9 7 8 )

(3.2.5b)

Yoon & Liu(1989)
Madsen et al.(1991)

(3.2.5c)

Nwogu(1993)

(3.2.5d)
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0

Y =

—— — u ek(to - u ck)
3 +k2h 2
l 2l 2
u ck(2co - u ek)
3 +k2h 2
0

the first-order Stokes theory

(3.2.6a)

Peregrine(1967)

(3.2.6b)

Abbott et al.(1978)

(3.2.6c)

Yoon & Liu(1989)

(3.2.6d)

_ _ ( 3 £ M J )k_h— uCk(2 <
0 - u ck )
Madsen et al.(1991)
3 + ( 3 * + l ) * 2A2

ff l i t ^
— u ek ( v - u ek)
1-a k2h 2

Nwogu(1993)

(3.2.6e)

(3.2.6f)

in which co is the absolute angular frequency and o. is the intrinsic angular frequency
corresponding to different forms of equations. For comparison, the linear dispersion
relation, or Doppler shift, given by the first order Stokes theory for waves on an uniform
current is also presented in (3.2.4M 3.2.6). Obviously, only the equations by Yoon & Liu
(1989) lead to the correct form of the Doppler shift compared with the first order Stokes
solution ( Y = o ). Furthermore, equations (3.2.4H 3.2.6) indicate that the different
formulations in terms of the depth-averaged, depth-integrated and arbitrary-level velocities
result in different linear dispersion properties when ambient currents are present although
some o f them have identical linear dispersion relations for pure wave motion. The
differences are due to the different nonlinearity of various forms o f lower-order
Boussinesq-type equations and the ambient currents upgrade part of the nonlinear terms
to appear at the linear level.
Equations (3.2.4)-(3.2.6) also show that, although the equations by Yoon & Liu
(1989) lead to a correct form of the Doppler shift ( Y =0 ), their intrinsic angular frequency
suffers the same inaccuracy as the classical Boussinesq equations for higher wave
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numbers. It is already well known that the dispersion relation corresponding to the
classical Boussinesq equations for pure wave motion is limited to relatively low
frequencies or small wave numbers. In the case of opposing currents this limitation will
quickly become more severe as wave numbers increase with the current speed and this will
restrict applications to waves with relatively low frequencies and weak currents. It is
therefore desirable to improve the equations o f Yoon & Liu (1989) to achieve Pade-type
expansions of the dispersion relation similar to what has been obtained by e.g. Madsen et
al. (1991), Nwogu (1993) and Schaffer & Madsen (1995) for the case of pure wave
motion.
3.3

Scaling Assumptions
In this chapter we shall introduce the necessary scaling of the combined wave-

current motion (Section 3.3.3). This is done by combining the scaling for pure wave
motion (Section 3.3.1) and the scaling for pure currents (Section 3.3.2).
A Cartesian coordinate system with the x'-axis and y'-axis located at the still water
level (SWL) and the z'-axis pointing vertically upwards is employed. The free surface is
defined by z! =T|'(x/.y/, 0 while the sea bed is defined by z ‘ = -h \x',y'). Non-dimensional
variables are used as follows:
x = x '/l'0,

y=y'/l'o,

z= z'/h '0>

t= t'V (g h 'J /l’0

(3.3.1)

where prime denotes dimensional variables and h '0 and 1'0 denote a characteristic water
depth and wave length, respectively. In the following discussion of scales of waves and
currents in shallow water we shall respectively utilize the linear and nonlinear version of
the shallow water equations:
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T)t + m + r \ )U)Z = 0

(3.3.2a)

U' + U U X + gr\x = 0

(3.3.2b)

3.3.1 Pure W ave M otion
In connection with wave motion in shallow water we introduce the classical
measures o f nonlinearity and frequency dispersion by
e=a'</h'0

, ii=h'aft'0

0-3.3)

where a'0 denotes a characteristic wave amplitude. As in conventional Boussinesq theory,
we shall assume that e = 0 (/i2) and e < < 1. Linear long-wave theory suggests the
following order of magnitude of the wave particle velocities, the free surface elevation and
the pressure
utw= 0(e) s/(gh'0)

(3.3.4a)

w,w= 0(en) V(gh'o)

(3.3.4b)

q ,w= 0 (e ) h '0

(3.3.4c)

p 'w= 0 (e ) pgh’o

(3.3.4d)

By the use o f (3.3.1) and (3.3.4), we can determine the order of magnitude of the leading
terms in the continuity equation (3.3.2a)
n ,w,.= O(e*0 v'&Zt'o)

(3.3.5a)

h! u '\ . = Oien) J(gh'J

(3.3.5b)

Similarly, the order of magnitude of the leading terms in the momentum equation (3.3.2b)
becomes
u

= 0(e/£) g

(3.3.6c)

gT],wz- = 0 (e n )g

(3.3.6d)

while the order of the convective momentum term is
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U ,w U ,wz - =

(3.3.6e)

0 (€ T { i) g

which is 0(e) compared to the leading terms.
3.3.2 Pure Current M otion
In this work we shall consider an ambient current which is uniform over depth. The
temporal variation of the current is assumed to be related to a tidal cycle, which is several
orders of magnitude slower than the time variation of the wind waves. Hence, in the
present work we shall completely ignore the time-variation o f the current. The spatial
variation of the current is closely related to the variation o f the bottom bathymetry and we
shall generally assume this to vary on a larger spatial scale than the wave-length scale.
This can be expressed by
u'c=u’c(ox,oy)

(3.3.7a)

n 'c=-n'c(ax,qy)

(3.3.7b)

h'=h'(ax,oy)

(3.3.7c)

where o denotes the slow scale, which is yet to be chosen.
Coastal currents are typically stronger than the wave particle velocity but weaker than
the shallow water wave celerity. On the other hand, if the phenomena of wave blocking
in shallow water should be considered, we have to allow current speeds to be as large as
the shallow water wave celerity and consequently we express the order of magnitude of
the current velocity by
u,c= 0(v) /(g/i'o)

,

v si

(3.3.8a)

The corresponding surface elevation due to the current is expressed by
t |/c= 0 (6) h'0

(3.3.8b)
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where 6 is yet to be determined. In comparison Yoon & Liu (1989) used v=/t in (3.3.8a)
and 5=fjr in (3.3.8b) so that wave-blocking in shallow water was not allowable under their
assumptions.
By the use of (3.3.1), (3.3.7) and (3.3.8) we can now determine the order of
magnitude o f the leading terms in the continuity equation (3.3.2a)
h! u,cx. = 0(a \fi) Jigh'j)

(3.3.9a)

u,c h'z. = 0(ovai) s/igh'o)

(3.3.9b)

Note that the balance between (3.3.9a) and (3.3.9b) explicitly defines the relation between
the spatial scale of the current and that of the bathymetry in case of steady flow.
The order of magnitude of the leading terms in the momentum equation reads
0(abfi) g

(3.3.10a)

u'e u'ex- = 0 (o v V )g

(3.3.10b)

f(u rc)2/h =

0(yl ) f g

(3.3.10c)

where we

have added a frictional term (3.3.10c) in which / is the bottom friction

gq'V

=

coefficient. For steady uniform flow the gravity term (3.3.10a) is often balanced by the
frictional term (3.3.10c). However, for very strong currents the convective term (3.3.10b)
can be as large as the gravity term, and this condition defines the scale 6 for the surface
elevation due to the presence of the ambient current:
8 = 0(v2)

(3.3.11)

This is in agreement with the assumption by Yoon & Liu (1989) if we use v = p .
Finally, the scale of the vertical component o f the current velocity can be determined
from the local continuity equation, which reads
u ' \ . + w 'c.. = 0
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By substituting (3.3.1), (3.3.7a) and (3.3.8a) into (3.3.12) we determine the order of
magnitude of the vertical velocity as
w,c= 0 (a \fi) V(gh'J

(3.3.13)

3.3.3 Coupled W ave/Current M otion
We are now ready to consider the combined motion due to waves and ambient
currents. We assume that the velocity variable u! consists o f two parts, a wave orbital
velocity u,w and a current velocity u,c. Again the current velocity is assumed to be steady
and uniform over depth and as strong as the shallow water wave celerity. Similarly, the
surface elevation T| will consist o f the two parts t),w and q ,c. On the basis o f 3.3.1 and
3.3.2 the scaling of variables becomes
u' = 0 (e,v ) S(gh’J

(3.3.15a)

w' = 0 (en,ovfjL) y/(gh'0)

(3.3.15b)

r)/

= O (e ,v 2) h ' 0

(3.3.15c)

p'

= 0 (6 ,v2) (pgh'o)

(3.3.15d)

The order o f magnitude of the leading terms in the continuity equation (3.3.2a) becomes
r\'r

O(epW(gh'0)

(3.3.16a)

0(eiL,o\p)'/{gh'o)

(3.3.16b)

u! h'x- — O(en,avp)V(gh'0)

(3.3.16c)

=

h' u'z. =

The order of magnitude of the terms in the momentum equation (3.3.2b) becomes
u \.

=

0{€fi)g

(3.3.17a)

gilV

=

O ie p ^ id g

(3.3.17b)

u ' u ' x. ~

g

(3.3.17c)
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The spatial variation of the current and the bathymetry was defined by o which is
rather arbitrary and remains to be determined. In previous publications on wave-current
interaction o has been assumed to be small indicating that the spatial variation of the
current is much weaker than the variation o f the waves. Madsen & Schaffer (1996) used
the assumption that
= 0(h' u,wx )

A'lt'V

(3.3.18)

In the present work we adopt (3.3.18), which in combination with (3.3.16b) yields
(3.3.19)

o = 0(e/v)

This means that strong currents (with v = 0 (l)) can be treated only in connection with
weakly varying bathymetries, while weak currents (with e.g. v = 0 (e)) do not imply any
restrictions on the bathymetric variations. The condition expressed by (3.19) is basically
in agreement with the assumptions by Yoon & Liu (1989) and Dingemans (1994), who
used e=fi2, v = p and o = p . The scaling assumptions (3.3.15), (3.3.16), (3.3.17) and
(3.3.18) will be used in Sections 3.5 & 3.6 for the determination o f the ordering in the
equations.
3.4

Governing Equations
Following the approach by Yoon & Liu (1989) we derive the Boussinesq-type

equations by using the depth-integrated conservation laws for mass and momentum.
Dimensionless variables are introduced as follows:

u -

u

w =

(3.4.1)

where u = («, v) is the horizontal velocity vector; w is the vertical velocity; p is the
pressure and q is the free surface elevation. The actual magnitude of each term appearing
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in the derivation will be explicitly determined by the use of the scaling assumptions
discussed in the preceding section.
In terms of the dimensionless variables defined by (3.3.1) and (3.4.1) we express
the depth-integrated mass equation as
udz = 0
(3.4.2)
J ~k
where V = (d/dr, d/dy) is the horizontal gradient operator, and the depth-integrated
r\t + V- P

horizontal momentum equations as

I

fl “dz" i f l “!dz *

I

fl uvdz

I

r . vdz * i f-1

i

11

u v d z "

*

,2 < f e "

i

f l pdz -

=

0

i f l pdz - p^ h’

(3 A 3 a )

< 3 -4 J b )

while the pressure field reads
p ( x , y, z, t) = (q - z) + t ^ f ^ f ^ w d z + V - f ^ u w d z - w2|

(3.4.4)

The vertical velocity w is evaluated by the vertical integration of the continuity equation
from the sea bed to z and the use of the bottom boundary condition, which yields
w = - V- f zudz
(3.4.5)
* -h
The above depth-integrated equations are exact just as the original continuity equation and
the Euler equations of motion, and the detailed derivation procedure can be found in the
literature (e.g. Phillips, 1977). The closure of the equations (3.4.2H 3.4.5) consists of
determining the vertical distribution of the horizontal velocity vector u by the use of the
vorticity equations of the fluid.
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As in Yoon & Liu (1989)'s work, the current field is allowed to be horizontally
sheared while the vertical shear is limited. Hence, the vorticity equations read
u t - ji2Vw = 0Cf*)

(3.4.6)

uy - vt = 0 ( 1)

(3.4.7)

3.5

Boussinesq-Type Equations for W ave/Current Interaction
3.5.1 Derivation of a M odified Version o f the Equations by Yoon & Liu
(1989)
In the previous section the governing equations were listed in non-dimensional form

using n as the only explicit scaling parameter, hi the following derivation of the horizontal
and vertical particle velocities, the dynamic pressure, and the resulting mass and
momentum equations, we introduce the parameters 6 , v, 6 and o as explicit measures of
the order o f magnitude of each term in the equations. As defined in Section 3.3.3, we take
o=e/v and 8 = 0 (e ,v 2). Further specifying e s v s l ensures that the equations will also be
valid in the limit o f vanishing currents. Generally, the order of magnitude of the different
terms is determined as the dominant order of all possible combinations of wave and current
components. In this process the difference in horizontal scaling of current and wave
components is taken into account. As a key step o f the development of Boussinesq-type
equations, we must determine the depth-dependence o f the horizontal velocity field. The
horizontal velocity field of the fluid is expanded as a Taylor series with respect to the
velocities u =u(x,y,0,t) at the still water level.
« (x ,y ,z ,f) = u(xy,0,t) + z u t(x,y,0,t) + j z 2us (x,y,0,t) + -

(3.5.1)

Making use of the vorticity equations (3.4.5) and the local continuity equation to evaluate u .
and u „ in (3.5.1), we obtain
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a =u -

v

2

V(V-a) + zV[V-(A5)J y * o c - n * )

(3.5.2)

V

We now introduce the depth-averaged velocity, U and by vertical integration o f (3.5.2) we
obtain the relation

U = u - - V j i A 2 V(V-£) - A V[V-(ft«)]J
+ 6 l ^ 2n | ^ V ( V * a ) - yV[V*(fcB)l|

-

(3.5.3)

tfiv lifv ^ * .) + o (-/)
v 6
v

Subtracting (3.5.3) from (3.5.2) and substituting the leading order term, U, for a in the
dispersive terms lead to
\
rr

“ '

6

2 fl A2

v“
-

Z

1

2

r /

V(V-£0 I

Z * - ) V[V-(ACT)]
2J

s - V n f i AV(V-ff) - Y*V[V-(ftCO 1
v
[6

+ 82— f S - r f V ^ - U )

v

6

(3.5.4)

+ OC-n*)

v

Substitution of (3.5.4) into (3.4.5) gives the vertical velocity in terms of U
w = - V -((2 + h ) V ] + 0(m2)
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By inserting (3.5.4) and (3.5.5) into (3.4.4) and determining the ordering, the pressure
field may be expressed as

#-

zV'(kU') * —

n-f

2

v-cr

- e/i2 j y 6 q 2V-crf +■ qV -(A 0,)j
(3.5.6)
ve 2

zr*V [(V *(A tT )]

t i-P -V (V -lT )

- vej»2j - i 5 t i 2I7'*V(V-ir) + T|«7'V[V'CACT)1

J-

Use of the definition of depth-averaged velocity in (3.4.2) and substitution of (3.5.4) and
(3.5.6) into the depth-integrated equations (3.4.3) lead to a modified version of the
equations by Yoon & Liu (1989) for wave/current interaction in shallow water as follows,
t|t + V-(hU) + 6qV*(7 + vCT-Vq = 0

(3.5.7)

and
Ut + v(0--V)CT + Vq
+ fi2[Al + vA[ +
=

6

( A l * vA,') + 82(A4' + vA,')]

(3.5.8)

0 ( e . f i 2, fi*)

where
A.' = n r lt

(3.5.9a)

A, = ( f f - v ) ( * r f)

(3.5.9b)

A^ = - q ( r ; + V[V-(/it7t)]}

(3.5.9c)

A^ = —q(ff-V){ r ' + V[V-(AtT)]}

(3.5.9d)
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In comparison with the original Yoon & Liu's equations, the new scaling assumptions
result in additional terms A^, A /, A* and A^. These additional terms take into account
the change in the mean water level due to an ambient current and should be included if we
consider v = 0 (1 ). The Doppler shift properties of both sets of equations however, remain
A ' = - j t i 2V(V-Ot)

(3.5.9e)

A / = - jT i2(0*V )[V (V *£D ]

(3.5.9f)

where

r r = -V (V -O ) - iV [V -(A O )]
6

(3.5.9g)

2

identical and correspond to the Pade [0,2] expansion of the linear dispersion relation given
by the first order Stokes theory. When the speed of an ambient current becomes as weak
as the wave particle velocity, all ft2-terms in the momentum equation except for

will

become negligible in the lower-order Boussinesq-type equations. Then this set of equations
reduces to the equations by Peregrine (1967) for pure wave propagation in shallow water.
3.5.2

Enhanced Equations with Pade [2/2] Characteristics

It is desirable to improve the dispersion accuracy of the modified equations we
obtained in the last section. Equations (3.5.7) and (3.5.8) serve as the starting point of our
derivation. Following Madsen et al. (1991) and Schaffer & Madsen (1995), we shall
formulate a new form of Boussinesq-type equations for wave/current interaction by
consistent incorporation of the Pade [2,2] expansion of the Doppler shift relation predicted
by the first order Stokes theory for waves on uniform ambient currents. (In Section 3.6.2,
this is further enhanced to the level with the Pade [4,4] approximant).
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We introduce two free parameters ( y t , y2) which are less than or equal to unity.
Employing each of the operators - y l #i2A2V(V- ) and y2/i2fcV(V-/t ) on the
momentum equations (3.5.8) yields
2 t 2 ,B V |lV lV l/H
- y l H1h 2 [V(V*£Tf) * V(V-Vq)] - Yl v#i2fc2(r'V)[V(V-£T)]

(3.5.10)

= 0 ( e ,t 2, *4)
and
y- f h {V[V-(AtM] + V[V*(ftVq)]} + y2v#t2A(tr-V){V[V-(Atr)]}

(3.5.11)

= 0 (€ ft2, / )
Note that the simplified appearance of (3.5.10) and (3.5.11) is due to the scaling
assumptions which result in omission of products of velocity gradients. Adding (3.5.10)
and (3.5.11) to (3.5.8) we obtain a new form of momentum equations
U' + V(U-V)U + Vq
+ n2[A ? + v A " + fi(A f + vA,77) + 52(A f + vA^7)]
=

0

(3.5.12)

{ e n z ,n*)

where
A f = h T " - y tA2 [V(V-crr) + V(V-Vq)]
+ y 2h {V[V*(Al7r)] + V[V-(AVq)]}

(3.5.13a)

A f = ( V V ) ( h T 11) - y lA2(l^-V)[V(V-l01
+ Y 2A (ff‘V){V[V*(A£0]}

(3.5.13b)

while A^7 = A,7, A," = A,7, A 77 = A47, A f = A^ and T " = r 7 as defined by (3.5.9c-g).
Equations (3.5.7) and (3.5.12) form a new set of Boussinesq-type equations for
wave/current interaction. For a suitable choice of the free parameters ( y t , y2) titey are
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applicable up to much higher wave numbers than the original equations. We shall analyse
the Doppler shift properties of this set of equations in Section 3.7.
3.6

Boussinesq-Type Equations with Highly Accurate Doppler Shift Properties
3.6.1 Extension o f the Equations by Nwogu (1993) to Allow for Wave/Current
Interaction
For pure wave motion, Nwogu (1993) introduced an alternative to the Madsen &

Sorensen (1992)’s equations with improved linear dispersion properties. Nwogu's
equations are formulated in terms of the velocity at an arbitrary level instead o f depthintegrated or depth-averaged velocities. As shown in Section 3.2, the equations by Nwogu
(1993) are not applicable to coupled wave/current motion due to the lack of accuracy in
Doppler shift. It is therefore desired to extend those equations to allow for wave/current
interaction. We shall start our derivation from the generalized version of the equations by
Yoon & Liu (1989) (i.e. (3.5.7) & (3.5.8)) and consistently replace the depth-averaged
velocities by the velocities at an arbitrary elevation by keeping the same scaling
assumptions as discussed in Section 3.3.3. This also demonstrates an alternative approach
to obtaining Nwogu's equations directly from the equations by Peregrine (1967).
First of all, let us find the relation between the depth-averaged velocity ( U) and
the velocity at an arbitrary level (« a). hi Section 3.5.1, we have already obtained the
relation between u and U as described by (3.5.4). Evaluating u = ua at z = z a leads to
/
* ) V[V*(AT)] U - - u 2' ( za +—
V I
2J

,

\
flZ _ za
V(V-CT)
6
2 ;

+ — H2T1 f-V [V -(A lO ] - -V (V -I7)1 +
v
[2
6
J
v

ti2V(V-IT}
6

+ 0 ( - n 4)

v
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We substitute the leading order term U = ua into the second derivative terms to get
/
Z* + 2 J

+

V[V-(A«a)] +

\

fa A2
V(V-«a)
, 2 ' 6 ;
(3-6.2)

jjV[V-(Airs)] - |v ( V - i,a)J - A l |i2iT 12V(V-iia)

o

V
v j

Substitution of (3.6.2) into the continuity equations (3.5.7) and the momentum equations
(3.5.8) leads to a set of equations formulated in terms of the velocities at an arbitrary
elevation as follows
Continuity equation:
r\e + V - ( A « a ) + 6 q V * i t a + v i i a - V q

(3.6.3)
+ i»*dCo + 6C

+ 82l 4

+ 83n ^ ) =

0

( e n \ a*)

where

it

(3.6.4a)

- V-

=

6

(3.6.4b)

n li = tiv - r l
,2

I t

= - ^-V-{V[V*(A«s )]}

(3.6.4c)

I t

-[V (V * « a)]
= ~ ^V
6

(3.6.4d)

in which

K = ^ V ( V - iia) + z.V[V-(A« )]

Momentum equations:
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“ « + VO V V)“ <r + Vll
+ H2[ A i * v A i + 5 (A ^ + vA ^) + 82(A ^ + v A ^ )]

(3.6.5)

= 0 ( e n 2,n*)
where
Ko = ^

(3.6.6a)

A i = (« .* V )li

(3.6.6b)

A 4 = -TlV cV-^ir^)]

(3.6.6c)

A ^ = - TK«tt-V)V[V'(Aira)]

(3.6.6d)

A£* = - ^ ( V - . J

(3.6.6e)

A ^ = - j i ) 2(«a-V)[V(V-«a)]

(3.6.6f)

Equations (3.6.3) to (3.6.6) form an alternative to the enhanced equations (3.5.7) and
(3.5.12) with the improved Doppler shift corresponding to the Pade [2,2] expansion of the
linear dispersion relation given by the first order Stokes theory by choosing the appropriate
zBas suggested by Nwogu (1993). We shall analyse the dispersion properties of these
equations in Section 3.7. When the speed of an ambient current becomes as weak as the
wave particle velocity, the terms II', (/ = l,2 ,3 ) in (3.6.3) and AB, (i = 1 ,2,3,4,5) in
(3.6.5) become negligible. Then this set of equations reduces to the equations by Nwogu
(1993) for pure wave propagation in nearshore regions.
3.6.2

Further Enhancement of the Dispersion Accuracy

It is possible to further improve the Doppler shift accuracy of the equations we
obtained in the last section. Starting from (3.6.3) to (3.6.6), we shall formulate another
set of Boussinesq-type equations by consistent incorporation of the Pade [4,4] expansion
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of the Doppler shift relation predicted by the first order Stokes theory for waves on
uniform ambient currents.
Following Schaffer & Madsen (1995), we introduce four free parameters
(Pj, p2, Yp Y2) which are less than or equal to unity. Use of each of the operators
_Pt n2V’(A 2V ) and P2h2V-V(A2 ) on the continuity equation (3.6.3) leads to
-p . fi2{V*(A2Vr|t) +■ V>{A2V[V*(A«ct)]}
(3.6.7)
+6r|V-[A2V (V 'iia)] + v it^ V ^ V 4^)} = 0 ( e f i2,fi4)
and
p2|i2{V-[V(A2Tit)] + V-{V[A2V-(A«#)]}
(3.6.8)
+ 6qV '[V (A 2V*utt)] +• v«a*V[V-(A2Vq)]} = 0 (€ fi2,fi4)
Similarly, employing each of the operators -Y t fi2A2V(V* ) and Y2fi2AV(V-fc ) onthe
momentum equations (3.6.5) yields
-Yjfx2A2 [V(V-«m) + V(V-Vq)]
-Y l vn 2A2(« tt-V)[V(V-«B)] =

O

(6 (i2, fi4)

(3.6.9)

and
Y2U2A (V tV ^A a^)] + V[V*(AVq)]}
(3.6.10)
+ Y2Vfi2/»(«B*V)[V(V-AiiB)] = 0 ( 6 fi2, ,i4)
Adding (3.6.7) and (3.6.8) to (3.6.3), we obtain a new continuity equation
+ V*(Ah b) + 6qV -«B + v«B*Vq
(3.6.11)
- u 2( C

-

v D j

+ 6 l£

+ 82n *

+ 5 3n " ) = o ( e u 2, n 4)
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where
K > = n lo + V - k v [ A 2V - ( * « B)] - P ,A * V [V -(* « .)]}

1
+ V -|p 2V(A2Tit) - PtA2Vrif}
C

= « b-V[P2V-(A2Vti) - P ^ ^ T I ]

n"

=

while

n'ttl

(3.6.12a)

(3.6.12b)

+ nV -[P2V(*2V-«tt) - P ^ V f V - ..) ]

n " = n ^ , II* = n ^ , i f = i f as defined

(3.6.12c)
by(3.6.4c-e). Similarly, adding

(3.6.9) and (3.6.10) to (3.6.5) leads to new momentum equations
Uat + v ( * V v ) “ * + V t 1

+ u2[A* + vA* + 6 (A £ - vA £) + 82(A £ +v A ^ )]

(3.6.13)

= 0 ( e j i 2V )
where
K>

= K

~ Y 1A 2V ( V - i i af) + y ^ V l V - C A . , ) ]

(3.6.14a)
-

y 1A2V(V*Vt])

A fi = ( « a ' v ) r a

+ y2AV[V-(AV-q)]

~ Yt A 2( * a' V ) [ V ( V - « 8)]

(3.6.14b)

+ Y2A(Ha 'V)[V(V-AnB)]
while A j = A ^ , A S = A S , A S = A S, A S = A ^ , i f = i f as defined by (3.6.6cf) and (3.6.4f). Equations (3.6.11)-(3.6.14) form a new set of Boussinesq-type equations
for wave/current interaction applicable to even shorter waves for a suitable choice of the
free parameters (P p P2, Yt > Y2) ^

*aas analysed by Schaffer and Madsen (1995) for

pure wave motion. In the following section, we shall analyse the Doppler shift behaviour
of this new set o f equations in comparison with the Stokes theory.
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3.7

Analysis of Linear Dispersion Characteristics
3.7.1 Linear Dispersion Relations
We s h a l l use dimensional form in this section and drop the primes for convenience.

The one-dimensional version o f (3.6.11) and (3.6.13) with constant water depth can be
expressed as
Tlt + hun + («btDx - PA2(tixw + u ^ )
17

i )
a - p + I h 3 + ( a - P)A2q - —hr ) 2 - i n 3 u axxx =
2
6
3>

(3.7.1a)
i

and

(3.7.1b)
(a

-

y ) h z - t |h - - i f

where a h z j h + 0.5 ( z j h f ,

(it
v azxt + u
“ a u axxx') = 0

P s Pt - P2,

Y s Yi - y2• Following the same procedure

as described in Section 3.2, we obtain the linear dispersion relation of the new equations
(3.6.11) to (3.6.14) as

1 (to

— u ck ) 2 =

(

l)
a - p + I (k h )2 [1 + y (kh) 2 ] k 2gh

I

3 J

[1 + P(**)2] [1 - ( a -

(3.7.2)

y )(*A)2]

Different choices of the parameters in (3.7.2) result in different dispersion accuracy. For
example, choosing (a , p ,

(Co -

u ck ) 2 =

y)

= ( —1/3, 0, 0) yields

k 2g h

1 + —k 2 h 2
3
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This is the Pade [0,2] approximation of the linear dispersion relation given by Stokes firstorder theory. The same relation appears for the equations by Yoon & Liu (1989) (see eqs.
3.2.4, 3.2.5 &3.2.6).Choosing ( a , p, y) = ( - 2 15, 0, 0) gives
( i +
to - u ck ) 2 =

k 2gh
(3.7.4)

-------- —------------------

1 + - k2 h2
5

corresponding to a Pade [2,2] approximation. It turns out that (3.7.4) is also the linear
dispersion relation of (3.5.7) & (3.5.12) and of (3.6.3) & (3.6.5). Pade [4,4]
characteristics can be obtained by using four different sets of coefficients in (3.7.2) as
shown by Schaffer and Madsen (1995). Each set leads to

(co - u ck)

=

9

k 2gh

945

(3.7.5)

1 +- k zh 2 +— k*h*
9

63

We adopt the set recommended by Madsen & Schaffer (1996).
f

\
h

= (- 0 .3 9 4 7 6 , -0.54122 )

(P , Pt , p2) = (0 .0 3 9 1 7 , -0 .1 2 9 1 9 , -0 .1 6 8 3 6 )

(3.7.6)

( Y . Y | . Y2 ) = (0 .01052, -0 .0 7 3 2 7 , -0 .0 8 3 7 9 )

For pure wave motion this set has been shown to provide not only highly accurate
dispersion but also excellent linear shoaling characteristics (Schaffer and Madsen, 1995)
and accurate nonlinear properties (Madsen & Schaffer, 1996).
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3.7.2 Applicable Range of Various Forms of Boussinesq-type Equations
In the following we use the linear dispersion properties of the first-order Stokes
theory to estimate the applicable range of various forms of the Boussinesq-type equations
for wave/current interaction. The dispersion relation may be illustrated as the nondimensional wave number (kh) versus the Froude number ( Fr =U cljgh ) for different
values of hlLo (Lo=g/(2Tt)Tz).

As reference, Figures 3.7.1 shows the set of curves

corresponding to the first-order Stokes' solution, where the end of the curves indicate
waves blocked by the opposing currents. Figures 3.7.2, 3.7.3 & 3.7.4 illustrate the
applicable areas o f the new equations (3.6.11) & (3.6.13) with Pade [4,4] expansion. With
Pade [2,2] dispersion properties as in the equations (3.5.7) & (3.5.12), the applicable
range is reduced (Fig. 3.7.3). Figure 3.7.4 displays the limited range of the Yoon & Liu’s
(1989) equations with Pade [0,2] expansion. The 5% error contour for kh as compared
with the first-order Stokes' solution is also shown. Obviously, the new form of the
equations gives a much larger applicable range than those of Yoon & Liu's equations or
even the enhanced form. For instance, at Fr = - 0 .1 , the new set of the equations can
simulate waves longer than h lL a =0.7 with less than 5% error in the wave celerity, while
the Yoon & Liu's equations and the extended form are only applicable to waves longer
than h / Lg =0.15 an d 0.3, respectively.
It deserves to be mentioned that Madsen & Schaffer (1996) recently derived
equations with equivalent properties for wave-current interaction by following a different
line of derivation. In their work, Boussinesq-type equations were derived on the basis of
two wave scales fi and 6, while the ambient current was not explicitly considered during
the derivation procedure. In contrast to the present work, however, Madsen & Schaffer
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Fig. 3.7.1. Solutions of the Doppler shift relation given by the first order Stokes theory
for waves on. uniform ambient currents.
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Fig. 3.7.2. Illustration of the applicable range of the equations with the Pade [4,4]
expansion (i.e.(3.6.11) & (3.6.13)). The area below the 5% kh-enor limit predicts the
applicable range.
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Fig. 3.7.3. Illustration of the applicable range of the equations with the Pade [2,2]
expansion (i.e. (3.5.7) & (3.5.12) and (3.6.3) & (3.6.5)). The area below the 5% kh-error
limit predicts the applicable range.
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Fig. 3.7.4. Illustration of the applicable range of the Yoon & Liu's (1989) equations with
the Pade [0,2] expansion. The area below the 5% kh-extor limit predicts the applicable
range.
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allowed 6 = 0 (1 ) rather than e = 0 (jiz) and retained all nonlinear terms to the particular
order of dispersion, hi retrospect this is the reason why their equations could account also
for the case o f ambient currents, as it turns out that the equations derived in this chapter
appear as a subset o f the equations by Madsen & Schaffer (1996).
3.8

Summary
This chapter deals with the derivation and analysis of Boussinesq-type equations

for the combined motion of waves and currents in shallow water areas. The waves are
assumed to be weakly nonlinear and as in conventional Boussinesq theory they are defined
by the two scaling parameters fi (representing linear dispersion) and e (representing
nonlinearity). During the derivation we assume that e = OQi2) and n < < 1. The ambient
current is assumed to be uniform over depth. In order to allow for the treatment of wave
blocking in shallow water we assume the magnitude of the current to be as large as the
shallow water celerity i.e. the Froude number, v = 0 (l). The temporal variation of the
current is ignored, while the spatial variation is assumed to vary on a scale, <rl= 0(v/e)
relative to the wave length scale. For weak currents <rl= 0 (l), while tr 1> > 1 for strong
currents. The combined wave-current velocity vector and surface elevation are scaled with
the parameters v and 6, respectively, where v is 0(1) for strong currents but can drop to
0(6) in the case of vanishing currents, while 5= 0(y 2 ,e).
Boussinesq-type equations for the combined wave-current motion are derived by
explicit use of the four scales v, 6, n, and e and the procedure follows to some extent the
work by Yoon & Liu (1989). They did, however, restrict their derivation to the case of
v = fi and 6=/x2 and as the first step we have extended their equations to allow for stronger
currents (Section 3.5.1). Then these equations were enhanced to obtain a linear dispersion
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relation, which is a Pade [2,2] expansion in A# of Stokes reference celerity squared,
retaining the correct form of the Doppler shift (Section 3.5.2).
While the equations in Section 3.5 were formulated in terms of the depth-averaged
velocity, we shifted in Section 3.6 to the velocity variable at an arbitrary z-location
introduced by Nwogu (1993). Section 3.6.1 derived equations allowing for strong ambient
currents and a correct Doppler shift with Pade [2,2] linear dispersion accuracy. Finally in
Section 3.6.2 this formulation was further enhanced to improve the dispersion accuracy
to Pade [4,4]. This formulation allows for a much larger range of applications in terms of
the current speeds and wave periods which can be treated. This aspect was analysed and
discussed in Section 3.7.
In retrospect the equations developed in the present work appear as subsets of the
equations by Madsen & Schaffer (1996) who took a different approach of including all
nonlinear terms but without explicit consideration of currents.
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CHAPTER IV
NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS
The finite-difference method is employed to solve the equations for the fully
coupled wave/current motion in one-dimension (ID). This chapter presents the numerical
scheme and the treatment of non-reflective boundary conditions for the combined
wave/current motion. The model is compared with solutions based on the stationary,
nonlinear shallow water equations and the wave action conservation equation.
4.1

Numerical Scheme
In comparison with the nonlinear shallow water equation, Boussinesq-type

equations derived in Chapter m contain third-order derivative dispersive-terms in both the
mass and momentum equations in addition to the first-order derivative terms. Finitedifference schemes with second order accuracy in space and time have been widely utilized
to solve the nonlinear shallow water equations. However, the use of the conventional
second-order schemes for the Boussinesq-type equations leads to truncation errors which
may mathematically have the same form as the dispersive terms. For typical grid and time
resolution, those truncation errors may have the comparable magnitude to the dispersive
terms and thus diminish the accuracy of the equations. In order to eliminate the effect of
the truncation errors, back-substitution of the truncated terms is usually performed (e.g.
Abbott, et al., 1978; Abbott et al., 1984 and Nwogu, 1993). As an alternative, Wei et al.
(1995) and Banijamali (1997) employed fourth-order centering for the discretization of the
first-order spatial-derivatives, and second-order centering for dispersive-terms. The mixed
fourth/second-order discretization in space is aimed at keeping the same size (5-point) of
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the computational stencil. The temporal integration is performed by using the fourth-order
Adams-Bashforth-Moultor predictor-corrector scheme. Consequently, the high-order
discretization of first-order spatial and temporal derivative terms ensures the truncation
errors do not become comparable in magnitude to the dispersion terms with typical space
and time resolution.
Following Banijamali (1997), a staggered Cartesian-grid is chosen for spatial
discretization and the high-order schemes are utilized in the present work. As an argument
in favor of staggered grids, the use of staggered grids increases the spatial resolution by
a factor 2 in each dimension with the same grid size in comparison with the non-staggered
grid. Consequently, the computational cost for a two-dimensional solution could be
reduced ideally by a factor four without sacrificing any accuracy by using the staggered
grids. The actual cost reduction factor however, is less than four owing to the increase in
the number o f operations resulting from the averaging required to obtain the collocated
values of r\ (or h) and u for the discretization of the coupled terms, such as [(h+Ti)u]x in
the mass equation. Notice that averaging only leads to second-order accuracy. For higherorder discretization, back-substitution may be needed on a staggered grid.
Returning to the dimensional form and dropping primes for convenience, the one
dimensional version of (3.6.11) and (3.6.13) can be expressed as
rit + [(h + ri)u jx + [ Q u fn y u ^ + hza(h u )J x
+ [p2(h2(hu(x)I)x - pth2(hUa) J x + n W ri,), - P ^ J x
+ uJpaOi2^

- pxh2^ J x + ii[(z.2/2 )u „ + z .( h u j J x

+ Ti[p2(h2u 8x)x - P ttfu ^ J, = 0
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and
u« + u«u« + gtlx + (z*2/2 - Yih2)uB3ctt+

(z« + YzWOiuJm

- Yigtfil«* + Y2gh(hTlJ« +(z«2/2 - Y itf)u jW
+ (z. + Y2h)u«(hu«)«x -TiChuJ^ - Ol2/2 ) iw
- tlu«(huB)ra - (jf/iy a jiia t = 0

(4.1.2)

Rearrangement of (4.1.1) & (4.1.2) yields
Tit* = E(t|, u*) + E ^n , u j

(4.1.3)

Ut* = F(ri, u j + F2(ti, u. , u j

(4.1.4)

Where
Tl* =

ti

+ PiO^)** - PiO^*)*

u* = u. + (A.2/2 - Y ^tfiW + (X + Y2) h(huJ«

(4.1.5)
(4.1.6)

E(r|, u j = - [(h+T|)uJx - [ ( A - ^ tf u ^ + Ah2( h u J J x
+ [Plh2(hu«)X3t - p2(h2(hu«)x) J x
Ei (ti, u j = u jf r h 2^

(4.1.7)

- p20rzn )J x ~ ti(A.2/2 - (^ (h 2^ ,

- TitXOiuJ^ + P2(h2u«x) J x
F(t|, u«) = - gT)x_ U.U.*

(4.1.8)
(4.1.9)

FjCn,u«, u«) = ghCYiTi^ - YihOiTiJJ - [(X2/2 - Yi)h2 - i f ^ K t w
- t(A.+Y2)h ' n]u«(huB)xxx + ritO iuJ^ + ^ ( u J J

(4.1.10)

in which A.=-0.541 corresponds to Pade [4,4] dispersion characteristics. We shall present
the spatial discretization and time integration of (4.1.3H4.1.10) in the following sections.
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4.1.1 Spatial Discretization
First of all, let us consider the spatial discretization of the mass equation. For a
function f(x) with the notation fxj representing the first derivative at grid point j, the fourthorder central difference of the first derivative is expressed by (see e.g. Abbott & Basco,
1989)
^ =($-2 - 8fH + 8fj+l - fj+2)/(12Ax) + o(Ax4)

(4.1.11)

In the following sections of this chapter, we drop subscript a for convenience when
considering u„ Let us consider i\x and ux at point j on a staggered grid as defined by
Fig.4.1.1.

*lj-2
*lj-l
^j-l
^lj
^lj+L
^j+l
Tlj+2
Uj+2
-O--------->•---------O---------►---------O-------- >--------- O-------- >•---------O-------- >•-j-2
j-1
j-l/ 2
j
j+ l/ 2
j+ 1
j+ 2

Fig. 4.1.1. Definition of the staggered Cartesian-grid over 5 grid points centered at j.

Utilizing (4.1.11) for t)x at j yields
Tlxj = (Tlj-2 ~ 8t|j_1 + 8qj+l - qj+2)/(12Ax) + o(Ax4)

(4.1.12)

For u*, extra care has to be taken due to the staggered grid because Uj is actually located
at grid point j + l/2. Using (4.1.11) in combination with second-order averaging and
centering leads to
“xj = (Uj.2 ~ 15Uj.t + 15Uj - Uj+1)/(12Ax) + (Ax2/24)uxxxj + o(Ax*)

(4.1.13)

Making use of second-order centering for the third-order derivative term in (4.1.13) yields
iixxxj = (- Uj-2 + 3uh - 3Uj + Uj+I)/(Ax3) + o(Ax2)
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Thus, (4.1.13) becomes
Ujj = (Uj_2 - 27Uj.t + 27uj - Uj+l )/(24Ax) + oCAx4)

(4.1.15)

Similar to (4.1.15), the first-order derivative term in (4.1.7) may be approximated as
-[(h+Ti)u]xj = -[l/(48A x){[(h+ % 2+ ( h + % l]u}.2-2 7 [(h + % l +(h+Ti)i]uH
+27[(h+ti)J-+(h+Ti)j+JuI-[(h+ii)J+l+(h+Ti)i+2]ui+i j+ofA x4)

(4.1.16)

The use of second-order central difference for the spatial discretization of dispersive terms
leads to
OOj-i/2 = (%2 ~ 2uh + UjXCAx2) + o(Ax2)

(4.1.17a)

( u J j+1/2 = (Uj> l ~ 2u, + uj+1)/(Ax2) + o(Ax2)

(4.1.17b)

[(hu)JH/2 = [(hj.2+ hi.l)uj.2 -2(hs.I+hj)Uj.1+(hj+hj+t)Uj]/(2Ax2) +o(Ax2)

(4.1.18a)

[(hu)Jj+l/2 =[(hj.1+hj)uj.l -2(hj+l +hj)u,-+ (h,-+1+hi+2)uj+I]/(2Ax2) +o(Ax2)

(4.1.18b)

Thus, those terms in the second bracket of (4.1.7) may be expressed as
H a 2/2)hXx + W h u U J j
= -[A.2/(16Ax3)][(hj+l+hj)3(uxx)j+1/2 - (hj+hj.1)3(ultI)j_,/i]
- [A,/(8Ax3)]{(h,-+1+hi)2[(hu)xJ j+1/2 - (h j+ h ^ K h u )^ .* } + o(Ax2)

(4.1.19)

The remaining terms in (4.1.7) and (4.1.8) can be treated in a similar manner, which is
not presented here. (See Banijamali, 1997 for details).
Let us now consider the momentum equation. Similarly, fourth-order central
differencing of the first-order derivative terms at the u, location, i.e. j + l /2 , leads to
" (g1lx)j+1/2= ~ [g/(24Ax)] fnj-2-27Tij_1+27qj-qj+J +o(Ax4)

(4.1.20)

-(uiOj+w=-[l/(12A x)]uj[Uj.2-8uj_l +8uj+l-u j+2] +o(Ax4)

(4.1.21)
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Again, second-order central differencing of dispersive terms at j + l / 2 yields
(g y M c o W
= [gy t/(2Ax3)](hj+hj+I)(‘nJ_I-3iiJ+3tii+I-iii+2) +o(Ax2)

(4.1.22)

= -(gy2/Ax2)(hj + h J+t)2[hj(Tix)j- ( h j + h J+l)(TiJt)j+ w + h i+ l(riI)J+l] +o(Ax2)

(4.1.23)

where
Ol*)j = (Tli+i_T)j-i)/(2Ax) + ofAx2)

(4.1.24a)

(Tlx)j+i/2 = (TlJ+i~Tlj)/(2Ax) + o(Ax2)

(4.1.24b)

(Tlx)j+i =(tij+2-Tij)/(2Ax) + o(Ax2)

(4.1.24c)

Spatial discretization of the remaining dispersive terms is straightforward and not
presented here. Instead, it is worth mentioning that extra attention should be paid to those
terms with mixed temporal and spatial derivatives. As pointed out by Wei et al.(1995), the
arrangement o f those nonlinear time-derivative terms on the right-hand side of (4.1.3) &
(4.1.4) makes the remaining left hand side purely tridiagonal. The treatment of the mixed
temporal/spatial derivative terms shall be discussed in the following section for timestepping.
4.1.2 Temporal Integration
Predictor step
Following Wei et al.(1995) and Banijamali (1997) the third-order explicit AdamsBashforth scheme is utilized for the predictor step. Thus, (4.1.3) and (4.1.4) can be
written as
Ol*)jn+l = (T1Y+(At/12)[23(E*V- 16(EY l +5(E*)J
-n-2] + 9/24tV o(Ax*)
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(u)j“+l = (u*)j“+ (At/12) [23 (F*)ja- 16(F*)ja'1+5(F*)ja'2] + 9 /2 4 ^ o(Ax*)

(4.1.26)

where
E*= E(t|, u j + Ejdi, u j

(4.1.27a)

F = F(q, u j + F2(q, u«, u j

(4.1.27b)

The information for evaluating each term on the right band side of the equation is known.
However, evaluation of

in the mixed temporal and spatial derivative terms of F2 needs

special treatment. Using second-order backward differencing at n and n-2 levels and
central differencing at the n-1 level for Ut leads to
(Ut)j“ = [3ujn -4ui“' l+u,-n"2]/(2At)-l-o(At2)

(4.1.28a)

(.udr 1 = fof" -u,-11-2]/(2At) +o(At2)

(4.1.28b)

(Ut)j“-2 = - [3Uja' 2 -4Ujn' 1+Uja]/(2At) +o(At2)

(4.1.28c)

Owing to the inclusion of the additional terms which are necessary to obtain Pade [4,4]
dispersion characteristics without retaining fifth-order derivatives, we need to invert both
(4.1.5) & (4.1.6) to obtain T|jn+I and ujn+l through tridiagonal matrix solution. The use of
second-order central difference for the spatial discretization of (4.1.5) & (4.1.6) leads to
J j = [p2/(Ax2)][h2j+1tij+l-2hj2TiJ+ h 2j. 1iii. 1] +o(Ax2)

(4.1.29a)

-C P iO i^ J j = - [p!/(4Ax2)][(hj+1+hj)2(rij+1-Tii) - (hi. 1+hi)2(qj-TihI)]+o(Ax2)

(4.1.29b)

[(A.2/2-Yi)h 2u J j+ia = [(A.2/2-Y 1)/(4Ax2)](hj+1+hj)2(Uj+l-2uj+vij_1)+o(Ax2)

(4.1.30a)

[(A.+Y2)h (hu)J j+l/2 = [(A.+Y2)/(4Ax2)](hj+1+ hi)[(hj+2+ hj+l)Uj+l
-2(h,-+l +hj)Uj+0ij_i 4*hj)Uj_l] +o(Ax2)

(4.1.30b)

Substitution of (4.1.29a-b) & (4.1.30a-b) into (4.1.5) & (4.1.6) yields
A,T|j_1n+l + B'iij“+l + C 'qj+la+I = (t|*)jn+l
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A"Uj_1“+l +

B " U jn+1

+ C"u,+1a+l = (u*)ja+l

(4.1.31b)

where
A '=[4P 2h2j. 1- p i(hj_1+hj)2]/(4Ax2)

(4.1.32a)

B ^ t l - l ^ A x ^ t S p ^ - p ^ - M + h j ) 2- ? ! ^ . ^ ^ ) 2]

(4.1.32b)

C = [8 P2h2j+l- PiGij.! +hl)2]/(4Ax2)

(4.1.32c)

and
A "= [(h,-+l +hj)/(4Ax2)][(A.2/2-Yi)(h,-+i +h,-) +(A,+y2)(hj- l+hj)]

(4.1.33a)

B" = 1- [(hj+1 +hj)2/(2Ax2)](A.2/ 2 - + A . + y , )

(4.1.33b)

C" = [(hj+l +hj)/(4Ax 2)][(^.2/2-Yi)(hj+i +hj) +(X+Y 2X V 2+ I W ]

(4.1.33c)

Both tridiagonal matrices depend on the bathymetry and are constant in time.
Corrector step
Once obtaining the predicted values of

and U j“ + l , we shall use them to evaluate

Ejn+I, ( E ^ 1, Fj“+l, (F2)jn't'1, (F ^0, (F^j0-1, and (F^j"-2. Again, the temporal derivative in
F2 needs special treatment. Taking

as illustration, the use of third-order differencing at

the time levels n + 1 , n, n - l and n -2 yields
(Ut)jn+l

= [ l l U j “+1

- 18Uj“ + 9Uj“' 1 -2ujn' 2]/(6At) + ©(At3)

(4.1.34)

(ujj0 = [2u,“+l + 3u,B- 6Uj“_l + U j^ /tfA t) + o(At3)

(4.1.35)

(uO r 1 = - [2u,-a“2 + 3Uj“- 1 - 611,-“ + u,-“+l]/( 6 At)+ o(At3)

(4.1.36)

(ul)jn' 2 = - [ l l u ,-“-2 - 18Uj“_I + 9u,-“ -2u,-“+1]/(6At)+ o(At3)

(4.1.37)

For the corrector step, we apply the fourth-order Adams-Moulton corrector scheme. This
leads to
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( t O r 1 = 01V +(At/24)[9(E*)jn+I +19(E*)j“ - 5(E*)jn- 1 + (E ’)j“"2]
- 19/720 tw o(Axs)

(4.1.38)

and
(u*)ja+l = (u*)jn + (At/24)[9(F*)jn+1 +19(F*)jn - 5(F*)jn_l + ( F ) jn'2]
- 19/720TW o(Ax5)

(4.1.39)

The t|n+l and u,B+l are respectively obtained from ti* and u* through the tridiagonal matrix
solution similar to the predictor stage.
The corrector step is iterated until a convergence criterion is reached. While the
predicted values are used in the first corrector step as the ( n + 1) values, the corrected
values then serve in the proceeding corrector steps. The global convergence criteria are
defined as
N
(4.1.40)
j =2

and
N
(4.1.41)

/= 2
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where N are the grid numbers and the prime denotes the results of the previous corrector
step. For the strongly nonlinear case, in particular with wave/current interaction, five
iterations are experienced with Atj=A u =10^.
Improvement of the iteration stage was investigated by Wei et al.(1995) and
Banijamali (1997) through introducing relaxation techniques and local convergence
criteria. Those techniques are not utilized in the present model.
It has been mentioned in Chapter III that Madsen & Schaffer (1996) recently
derived equations with equivalent properties for wave-current interaction by flowing a
different line of derivation. In contrast to the present work, Madsen & Schaffer allowed
6=0(1) rather than e = 0 (pr) and retained all nonlinear terms to the particular order of
dispersion. In retrospect the equations derived in Chapter m appear as a subset of the
equations by Madsen & Schaffer (1996). However, as demonstrated in Chapter V, the
Pade [4,4] dispersion properties of both sets of equations are dominant while the extra
nonlinear dispersive terms included by Madsen & Schaffer (1996) are minor in the present
study in connection with wave-blocking and harmonic generation, hi order to avoid
duplicating work, a numerical model developed by Banijimali (1997) for pure wave motion
based on the equations by Madsen & Schaffer (1996) and the numerical schemes described
above is adopted in the present work1. We incorporate the model with non-reflective
boundaries which are of importance for simulations of the fully coupled wave/current
motion. The non-reflective boundaries serve to absorb/radiate the combined short-waves
and currents in the numerical experiments.
1The ICCH offered access to its software for the present research but all proprietary
rights to the software belong to the ICCH.
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4.2

Non-Reflective Boundary Conditions
Numerical models for nearshore propagation of surface gravity waves usually

encounter five types o f boundary conditions. They are wave-maker boundaries, partially
and fully reflective boundaries, moving (i.e. wet & dry) boundaries and non-reflective (i.e.
absorbing or radiating) boundaries. Three types of boundary conditions in Boussinesq
models for pure wave motion were discussed by Wei & Kirby (1995) and Banijamali
(1997). In case of the fully coupled wave/current motion, their approaches are applicable
to wave maker and reflective boundaries. For non-reflective boundaries however, the
sponge layer technique utilized by Banijamali (1997) is essentially designed for radiating
short waves instead o f long waves or currents. Thus, it is not suitable for absorption of
combined short-waves and currents.
It is well known that difficulties exist in physical experiments for modeling the
combined wave and current motion owing to the problems with input and output
boundaries of waves and currents. In numerical models, the treatment of the wave maker
with an ambient current is similar to that of the pure wave motion. In the present model,
first- and second-order Stokes-type solutions of the Boussinesq-type equation for
wave/current interaction on a flat bottom are derived and implemented for wave/current
input boundaries. Owing to the five-point computation stencil involved with the spatial
discretization of the equations, an additional number of numerical boundary items are
needed. In the present model, a velocity ( u j, curvature of velocity (q ^ ), slope of free
surface ( q j, and curvature of free surface (q«) are obtained from the analytical solution
of the equations and used to define the wave-maker boundaries.
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Similar to the problem in physical modeling, absorption of combined waves and
currents is more difficult than radiating pure short waves or pure currents. Various
techniques appear in the literature for radiating pure short (dispersive) waves and pure
long (non-dispersive) waves or currents. Unfortunately, no method exists for absorption
of both short-waves and currents together. The strategy proposed in this work is to couple
two known methods which are the sponge layer concept suitable for short waves and
Sommerfeld radiation condition for long waves in order to benefit from their different but
complementary properties.
The method for absorbing short waves is based on the sponge layer technique
introduced by e.g. Larsen and Dancy(1983). Instead of attenuating the surface elevation
and fluid velocity to zero at the end of the sponge layer as in pure wave models, we damp
short waves with respect to a reference level. The subroutine for attenuation is called at
each time step after the iteration convergence criteria are met in the model. Inside the
sponge regime, the dependent variables are attenuated in the following manner:
flj* = fl’ref +0lj* “ fl'ref VC,

(4.2.1)

Uj‘ =

(4.2.2)

+(Uj* - u ^ y c ,

flj = Aref +01] ~ flref VC,

(4.2.3)

Uj = i w

(4.2.4)

-K u ,. - u ^ y c ,

in which the subscript ref denotes the reference value and Cs is the damping coefficient
function defined by
(4.2.5)
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where a, and y, are two free parameters. Our numerical experiments conducted at the
ICCH suggest that a,= 2 , ys=0.88 -0 .9 2 and n = 5 0 - 100 lead to efficient absorption of
short waves while allowing currents to pass through for the simulations in the present
work. The damping coefficients for optimal absorption are somewhat case-sensitive. The
width of the sponge layer is usually taken to be one or two times the typical wave length.
With this sponge width, long waves or currents are able to penetrate through the sponge
layer and reach the boundary. By the choice o f the values of the variables at the boundary
as the attenuation references, the currents or long waves will not be affected by the sponge
layer.
The Sommerfeld radiation condition is then utilized to allow long waves or currents
to leave the computational domain. The condition can be expressed by
Tlt + cru ® 0

(4.2.6)

where t| is the surface elevation of the combined wave and current motion, and c is the
outgoing wave celerity. In this case, c is taken to be the long-wave celerity, i.e. c =y/gh.
Upon the use of the continuity equation on a flat bottom, (4.2.6) becomes
U(h+Ti) =

(4.2.7)

cti

Here U is the depth-averaged velocity.
Invoking (3.6.2) leads to
cti

= u B(h + T i)

+ o(e/i2/v)

(4.2.8)

In the case of long wavesor currents, the truncated terms in (4.2.8) are minor, i.e. the
effects of surface curvature are negligible. Thus, we get
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=

s fg h

(4.2.9)

1—
h+ T\)

As the first-order approximation, we estimate the surface elevations at the boundary and
outside the computational domain by linear extrapolation. Taking the eastern boundary as
illustration, linear extrapolation leads to
Hm = 2t|m_[ - t]m_2

(4.2.10)

tIm+i

(4.2.11)

= 2qM-

%!+! =

~ *1m

^lM-2

UM-2

(4.2.12)

^Im -I

_ • ------------ > ------------

M-2

M -l

UM-t

UM

T|m + 1

UM +l

tlM+2

> -------------+------------ > ------------ 0------------ > -------------o—

M

M +l

M +2

Fig. 4.2.1. Computational grids near the eastern boundary. >• & •: internal grid points;
> &

boundary items.

The linear extrapolation is justified by the fact that very fine resolution is usually
involved with long waves in case of modeling the combined short-wave and current
motion. By averaging the water depth and surface elevation, and using (4.2.9), we can
evaluate uM and i ^ +t. Thus, we obtain the five boundary items which are needed for
spatial discretization of the equations at the boundary by the use of the mixed fourth/second-order scheme for spatial derivatives. Fortunately, the linear extrapolation does not
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cause any instability problem as demonstrated in the numerical experiments below. Model
tests show that currents or long waves are well radiated without reflection by using this
simple method. The reason might be explained by the negligible effect of the dispersive
terms in case of long waves or currents.
Once obtaining q* and u* at each time step, we are ready to find r\ and u by solving
the tridiagonal system of linear equations, i.e.(4.1.31a) & (4.1.31b). The coefficient
matrices need modification due to the radiation condition imposed on the boundaries.
Firstly, let us consider the continuity equation. At the western boundary where j =jfst,
(4.1.31a) becomes
(42.13)

Once again, we use linear extrapolation to evaluate
_ « 'l
_
_" *1
‘IjF/if-l
Z ijfit

_ —■’-I

(4.2.14)

Inserting (4.2.14) into (4.2.13) yields
(4.2.15)

where
+

1A

ifit

(4.2.16a)
(4.2.16b)

Similarly, we obtain the discrete continuity equation at the eastern boundary, i.e. j =jfnl:
(4.2.17)

where
(4.2.18a)
(4.2.18b)
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Notice that the right hand sides o f (4.2.15) & (4.2.17) are known. Let us consider the
discrete momentum equation at the boundaries. Owing to the staggered grid, the actual
velocity boundaries are now u ^ and u,fn( as shown in Fig.4.2.2.

W estern Boundary
Ujfit-l
^ljfsi
—>

♦-->►— •••

Eastern Boundary
^ljfnl
^jftl
►-------------------- ♦

j= jfs t-l/2
j= jfs t-l

j = jfs t

j = jf n l

>—
j= jM + l/2
j = jf io l+ I

Fig. 4.2.2. Grids near the boundaries.

Under the radiating boundary condition, the discrete momentum equations at the
velocity boundaries may be replaced by
—u

n

—u

n-i

/—- y - i

(4.2.19)

and
="
i ^ ="
4 ujf n l -1 & Ujf n l = (u % !

(4.2.20)

where
b

"

— II

A

=1,
=0 ,

c"

(4.2.21a)

=0

= //

(4.2.21b)

5 = 1

while the right hand sides are evaluated by the use of the radiation condition (4.2.9) as
follows
V i
1

(4.2.22)

- -

^ r, 1 +tl" 1 I
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and

—•«+! __
U JJM ~ \

hjfiu*l -

2
h

( 4 2 .23 )

i + T |" 1 t

Once again, we use linear-extrapolation and averaging to estimate Tijfst. [/2 and

t i jfol+u2.

The coupled sponge layer concept and Sommerfeld radiation condition outlined
above are implemented into the 1-D model. It is concluded from numerical experiments
that this simple method works efficiently for radiating combined short-waves and currents.
It provides satisfactory non-reflective boundaries. The effectiveness can be illustrated by
the numerical simulation in Fig. 4.2.3 where a wave envelope is shown. A channel with
20m in length and 1.0m in water depth is utilized for the numerical test. At the center of
the channel, i.e. x=10m , an internal wave/current maker generates two steady, constant
currents with a magnitude 0.313m/s in two opposite directions. Two radiating boundaries
are applied at both ends of the channel. This results in an increase of 0 .105m in the free
surface elevation when the flow reaches the steady state. The water depth from the free
surface o f the channel is now 1.105m. At the western boundary, we impose a sinusoidal
wave train on top of the opposing current by replacing the radiating boundary with a wave
maker boundary. The incoming wave has a period o f 5s and an initial height of 0.02m.
The Froude number o f the flow is about 0.1. In the portion 0 < x < 10m of the channel,
the wave propagates against the current. In contrast, the wave train travels on a following
current in the section 10m < x< 20m of the channel. A sponge layer with a width of 8m
and a radiating condition are applied at the eastern boundary. We notice that the 5s waves
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are efficiently attenuated by the sponge while the current is allowed to leave the
computational domain without reflection. However, weak reflection is observed in the
portion 0 < x < 10m resulting from the velocity discontinuity at the center of the channel
due to the internal current generation, h i this test, the grid spacing and the time step are
chosen to be 0.1m and 0.01s, respectively.
4.3

Standard Tests of the 1-D Model for the Fully Coupled W ave/Current Motion
Standard tests of the 1-D model for the case of pure wave motion and the analysis

of the basic properties o f the numerical scheme, such as stability, numerical dissipation
and numerical dispersion, were presented by Banijamali (1997). In the present work, we
shall test the model for the case o f combined wave/current motion.
4.3.1 Generation o f Steady Currents
As the first test, we generate a steady current field using the 1-D model on the
basis of the Boussinesq-type equations and then compare the model results with those of
the shallow water equations. A channel with a submerged bar is designed for the test. A
sketch of the bathymetry is shown in Fig. 4.3.1a. The channel is 60m long, 0.8m deep on
both sides of the bar and 0.2m deep on top of the bar. The western and eastern slopes of
the bar are 1/50 and 1/20, respectively. Bed friction is modeled by the use of the Chezy
friction law:
Rc = " (g K | u*)/(cc2h)

(4.3.1)

Where cc is the Chezy coefficient. Rc is added to the right hand side of the momentum
equations. We use a Chezy coefficient of 300 m 'Vs in the portions 0 < x < 3 7 m and
55m < x < 60m, and a coefficient of 30 m 'Vs in the portion 37m < x < 55m. The relatively
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Fig. 4.3.1. Steady open channel flow predicted by the model (dotted line) and the
nonlinear shallow water equations (solid line), (a) Submerged bar topography; (b) Particle
velocity; (c) Free surface elevation.
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strong friction in the latter section serves as a stabilizing factor for the flow simulation
with strong convection. Initially, we impose a constant velocity o f -0.17m /s at the eastern
boundary and a radiating condition at the western boundary. This leads to an increase of
approximately 0.05m in the surface elevation at the western boundary when the flow
reaches the steady state, h i Fig. 4.3.1b-c the dotted lines show the modeled stationary
spatial variation o f the (b) velocity and the (c) surface elevation. In order to verify the
model, we compute the corresponding velocity field and surface profile of the flow on the
basis of the conventional theory neglecting the vertical accelerations o f the flow. The
stationary, nonlinear shallow w ater equations in one dimension can be expressed by
(Ud)8 = 0

(4.3.2)

and
UU* + gdx = g(S0 - S f )

(4.3.3)

where U is the depth-averaged velocity; d is the water depth from free surface to the
bottom; S ^ h * is the bottom slope; and gS f= -R cis the energy slope. Rearranging (4.3.3)
yields
OP/2 + gd)x = g(S0 - Sf )

(4.3.4)

Central differencing o f (4.3.4) leads to
{UV2+gd}j+l = {U2/2 + g d } j + A x/2 {(S0-S f )j+l + (S0-S f )>} + 0(Ax2)

(4.3.5)

Given dj =0.85 m, u ,= -0.174 m/s at the western boundary and A x=0.2m , we employ
iteration method to solve (4.3.5) in combination with the continuity equation. The resulting
profiles of free surface elevation and velocity of the flow are shown by the solid lines in
Fig. 4.3.1b-c. They are found to be in fairly good agreement with the modeled results of
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the Boussinesq equations. As expected, the additional Boussinesq dispersive terms in the
model have a slight effect on the free surface elevation where the gradient o f surface
curvature is large. We know that Boussinesq-type equations are superior to the nonlinear
shallow water equations when the vertical acceleration of the fluid is significant in
association with large surface curvature (see Basco, 1983; Basco; 1989).
4.3.2 Wave Shoaling on Varying Currents over a Sloping Bottom
In order to verify the model for the fully coupled wave and current motion, we
simulate a monochromatic wave train propagating on an opposing current over a
submerged bar bathymetry and compare the results with the solution on the basis of the
wave action principle. The submerged bar topography and the current field generated in
the previous section are employed. We impose a sinusoidal wave train on top of the
opposing steady current at the western boundary. The incoming wave has a period of 1.2s
and an initial height of 0.02m. At the eastern boundary, the non-reflective boundary
condition developed in Section 4.2 is applied. The grid size and time step are chosen to
be 0.02m and 0.005s, respectively. Figure 4.3.2 shows the modeled surface elevation of
the combined wave/current motion in the portion (kx£40ni of the channel. We notice that
the oscillatory motion is stopped at the location x=33.5m where the local current velocity
exceeds the local group velocity of the wave. The dotted line in Fig. 4.3.2 indicates the
theoretical solution obtained by the principle of wave action conservation as follows:
(CgAw)x = 0
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where Aw= E /ai is the wave action; E =l/8pgH 2 is the wave energy based on Stokes firstorder solution; Cg=do>/dk is the absolute wave group velocity; and H is the wave height.
Substitution o f the definitions o f wave action and wave energy into (4.3.6) yields
' r

Hi
*1

1

ffl
c a l}
v
J

(4.3.7)

Equation (4.3.7) in combination with the linear dispersion relation can predict the wave
envelop over mildly sloping bottoms and varying current fields in one dimension. We
observe a good agreement between the modeled wave heights and the linear solution of
(4.3.7) as depicted in Fig. 4.3.2. Also the local change of wave number is in good
agreement with the prediction of the linear dispersion relation as shown in Fig. 4.3.3.
From a kh value of almost 3 at the western boundary, kh drops to 2.2 on the shoal but the
counteracting effect of the opposing current eventually increases kh to more than 3.5 in
the vicinity o f the blocking point.
We may conclude from the model verification described in the previous and the
present sections that the present model with the incorporation of non-reflective boundaries
for combined waves and currents can be used to simulate and investigate the fully coupled
wave and current motion including wave-blocking. It is well known that the theory of
wave action based on linear progressive wave motion fails close to the blocking point as
it predicts the wave height to be infinity, which neither happens in reality nor in the
model. Therefore, we shall employ the numerical model for the study of wave-blocking
phenomena in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER V
THE BLOCKAGE OF WIND WAVES BY OPPOSING CURRENTS
In nature, wave-blocking by opposing currents may result in wave breaking and
increases in the water surface roughness which plays a significant role in the applications
of remote sensing methods for estimation of sea surface characteristics and in wind wave
generation modelling. Theoretically, the study of wave-blocking is a challenge since the
conventional approach using the wave action conservation law becomes singular at the
blocking point. The extended Boussinesq theory for wave/current interaction introduced
in Chapter m offers an alternative to address one of the most complicated problems of
water waves, the blockage of wind waves by opposing currents.
5.1

Analysis of the Blocking Properties of New Form s o f Boussinesq-type
Equations fo r the Coupled W ave/Current Motion
In Chapter HI, we have derived several new sets of Boussinesq-type equations for

wave/current interaction. The linear dispersion relations of the new forms of the equations
have been obtained and the Doppler shift properties have been analysed. From the dynamic
point of view, the most interesting phenomenon o f wave/current interaction is the wave
blockage by currents, where waves are stopped by an opposing current with speed equal
to the local wave intrinsic group velocity. When wave blocking occurs, the wave action
balance equation becomes singular, i.e. the wave height tends toward infinity which is
obviously the limitation of the wave action approach. The extended Boussinesq theory
however, has the potential to simulate the phenomenon of wave-blocking. In this section,
we shall analyse the blocking properties of three sets of equations.
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The linear dispersion relations of the equations can be written as
(o)

-

(5.1.1)

ck f - of = 0

U

where
The first order

gk tza hk h

{
I

1 +—k 2h 2
3
of =

I

i

I

'

-(«-p4
( k h f [l +y(kh)2]k2gh
l
3j

[l +P(kh)2][l -(a -y )(fc /» )2]

(5.1.2b)

form (1989)

f Extended Yoon

(1 +B k2h 2) g h k

1+

Stokes theory

(Y oon & Liu's

ghk2

(5.1.2a)

& Liu equations

(5.1.2c)

New equations
with the Pade

(5.1.2d)

[4,4] characteristics

where B=15 and ( a , P, y ) = (-0 .3 9 5 , 0.039, 0.011)
The intrinsic group velocities (Cgr) of the three sets of equations can be expressed as
(i) Yoon & Liu’s (1989) equations:
1

1 +

= c

(5.1.3a)

1 + - k 2h 2
3
where Cr is the intrinsic w ave celerity

gf*

C. =

(5.1.3b)

1 +—k 2h 2
3

(ii) the extended Yoon & Liu equations:
1'

C

g r

= C

r

1 +■

21.2
B k zh

2u2
I + B k 2h

B + j J k 2h 2

(5.1.4a)
1 + B + j l k 2h 2
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where
(I i - B & h ^ g h
(5.1.4b)

2 1 .2
k zh

1+
H

)

(iii) the new equations with the Pade [4,4] characteristics:

Cg r = C r

(
i)
Y V p + i - 2 Y a - p + I (kh)2
3J
3
1 +(/fcA)2
[l +Y(*r/»)2] 1 -

a - p + i

(itrA )2

(5.1.5a)
-{khy2 p - ( « - Y ) - 2 p ( « - Y ) ( ^ ) 2
[H -P(*A )2] [ l-(a - Y ) ( * A ) 2]
where

C. =

(
l)
[l +Y Ckh)2] 1 - a ~ P +— (*A)2
3
[l +P(* a>2][ l - ( « - Y ) ( ^ ) 2 ]

(5.1.5b)

Actually, the above intrinsic group velocities correspond to different levels of
approximation while the exact one given by the Stokes first-order theory reads

= JIh

\

tanhgA 1
2 kh
1 +
kh
2
sinhkh t

(5.1.6)

The blocking condition is defined as
+ “ c =°

(5.1.7)

Dividing (5.1.7) by \[gh yields
C

gr

+F

r

=0
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where £

= c zr/ i s h , F r = « e/ j g h

Since (5.1.3), (5.1.4) and (5.1.5) correspond to Pade [0,2], [2,2] and [4,4] expansion of
(5.1.6), respectively, they certainly lead to different blocking properties. Given a range
of the Froude number, solving (5.1.8) results in a set o f wave numbers (kh) at the blocking
points. Figure 5.1.1 shows the results, namely blocking curves given by the three sets of
equations and the first- order Stokes theory. The end o f the curve indicates that there is
no solution of (5.1.8), i.e. the corresponding set of equations does not lead to the wave
blockage outside the range of the blocking curve. Figure 5.1.1 also shows that the
equations by Yoon & Liu (1989) (dash line) over predict the blocking phenomenon and
the resultant dimensionless wave numbers are biased, h i case of strong opposing currents,
such as Fr< -0.25, the new set of equations with Pade [4,4] characteristics is capable of
simulating the wave blockage within 5% kh-error limit because of the higher accuracy in
the linear dispersion properties of the equations. W hen currents are weaker than Fr =
-0.21, wave-blocking will vanish using the new equations.
The conventional way to predict wave blockage is the graphic solution of (5.1.1)
(see e.g. Mei 1983). Choosing the positive branch o f the solutions, we reformulate (5.1.1)
and (5.1.2) as
co - Fr(kh) = O-

(5.1.9)

where S = co h / J g h is the characteristic absolute angular frequency and o. is the
characteristic intrinsic angular frequency given by
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f The first order
I Stokes theory;

(khtoahkh)*

f Yoon & Liu's
1 form (1989);

k h
. . . .

1 + — k 2h 2
3
J

M

(1 + B k 2h 2

4*

=

45
N

a

1+

kH 2

3j

Yoon
{ Extended
& Liu equations;

(5.1.10a)

(5.1.10b)

(5.1.10c)

j

i - ( a ~P+T (kh)2
I
3J

[l+P(*/»)2][l - c a - Y ) C ^ ) 2]

equations with
{ New
the Pade[4,4]

(5.1.10d)

characteristics.

For a range of wave numbers, (5.1.10) gives four curves as illustrated in Fig. 5.1.2 where
the horizontal axis is kh and the vertical axis is the characteristic angular frequency ( ST
and c5)- Given a wave train with the intrinsic angular frequency and the Froude number,
we can draw a straight line in Fig. 5.1.2 starting from the point (0, q ) with the slope of
Fr. The intersection of the straight line with the curve represents the solution of the linear
dispersion relation and indicates that the wave energy can propagate upstream. The tangent
point is the blocking point where the current speed is equal to the wave intrinsic-group
velocity. If the straight line does not touch the curve, there is no solution to the linear
dispersion relation. This means that no wave exists. Figure 5.1.2 also confirms that the
new set o f the equations with Pade [4,4] characteristics have the best blocking properties
among the new sets of the Boussinesq-type equations for wave/current interaction in
comparison with the Stokes first-order theory.
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Fig. 5.1.1. Blocking curves given by three sets o f Boussinesq-type equations and Stokes
first-order theory.
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Fig. 5.1.2. Graphic solution o f dispersion relations for wave/current interaction.
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5.2

The Single- and Double-Reflection Mechanism of W ave Blockage
The first theoretical study o f the wave blockage phenomenon was made by Smith

(1975) who derived an uniform, asymptotic solution near the blocking point and suggested
the reflection mechanism of blockage. Stiassnie & Dagan (1979) investigated the transition
between complete transmission and complete reflection o f linearized waves on a nonuniform, slowly-varying, adverse potential current by analytical means. They proposed a
partial reflection mechanism for the wave blockage when the current velocity is close to
the critical value (blocking point) either above or below. Shyu and Phillips (1990)
rederived Smith’s (1975) results for gravity waves in deep water and extended the work
into the capillary/gravity region. The single-reflection mechanism of the wave blockage
was introduced by those authors. Recently, Trulsen and Mei (1993) used a boundary layer
approach to develop a theory predicting double reflection o f capillary/gravity waves by a
non-uniform current. The analytical work by Trulsen and Mei suggests that the wave
energy blocked by an opposing current may be dissipated by viscosity instead of wave
breaking due to the repeated reflection of the blockage of capillary/gravity waves. All this
theoretical work on wave blockage dealt with linear short waves. A few laboratory
experiments on this phenomenon have been reported (Badulin et al. 1983, Pokazeyev et
al. 1983 and Long et al. 1991). The experimental studies qualitatively confirmed the
reflection mechanism of the wave blockage and the possibility o f the non-breaking
blockage. In this section, we shall discuss the single- and double- reflection mechanism
of wave blockage due to a varying opposing current by the analysis of the kinematics of
wave/current interaction.
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For the case of gravity waves in deep water, the linear dispersion relation given
by the first-order Stokes theory can be expressed as
(5.2.1)

(co - U ' k f = gk
where U c is the ambient current velocity.
(5.2.1) can be rewritten as
=0
U cZ

(5.2.2)

There exist two solutions of ky and k2 to (5.2.2). They can be expressed by
(5.2.3a)

(5.2.3b)

Figure 5.2.1 gives the graphic solution to (5.2.2) and illustrates the two solutions. At the
blocking point where &t is equal to k2, the singularity appears in the wave action balance
equation. The uniformly valid asymptotic solutions found by Smith (1976) and Shyu &
Phillips (1990) however, proved that kt and k2 represent a pair of the incident and
reflected waves and the singular problem at the blocking point completely vanishes in their
equations. These theoretical works suggest the single-reflection mechanism of the blockage
of gravity waves in deep water by a varying opposing ambient current.
For capillary/gravity waves, the linear dispersion relation reads
(5.2.4)
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here Ts is the surface tension between water and air, and p is the density of water (the
typical value of Ts /p is 7.3 * 10' s m 3/ s 2). The graphic solution of (5.2.4) is presented
in Fig. 5.2.2. By taking the free surface tension into account, Trulsen and Mei (1993)
proposed a double- refection theory which can be well explained by the graphic solution.
Following Trulsen & Mei (1993), we consider the positive branch of the square root of
(5.2.4) in case o f capillary/gravity waves on opposing currents. In Fig. 5.2.2, the solid
curve represents the square root of the right hand side of (5.2.4) and the solid straight lines
are the square root o f the left hand side of (5.2.4) corresponding to two critical current
speeds, u ‘ and

, as well as a given wave train with the absolute angular frequency to.

When a wave train propagates on a varying opposing current, the first intersection of the
straight line with the curve is the solution (the smallest k) o f the linear dispersion relation.
It is well known that, as the current speed becomes stronger on the upstream, the wave
length gets shorter. At the blocking point A where the current speed is equal to the local
wave intrinsic group velocity, the incident wave is blocked by the current and the wave
energy is swept downstream (or upwave).The wave number corresponding to the
intersection B is one of the possible solutions of the linear dispersion relation for the
reflected waves. As the firstly reflected wave reaches point C where the current velocity
is weaker, the reflected energy may be reflected again and swept upstream (or downwave)
with the original incident waves. The intersection D may represent one of the solutions of
the linear dispersion relation for the second reflected waves which become extremely
shorter than the original incident waves. The wave energy blocked by the opposing current
is actually trapped between the two reflection points A and C. The first reflection point A
is readily understood in physics because the current speed at that point is equal to the local
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wave intrinsic energy transport velocity. The second reflection point C however, is due
to the effect of the free surface tension. The double-reflection mechanism for the blockage
of capillary/gravity waves was qualitatively confirmed by the laboratory experiments
(Badulin et al. 1983 and Pokazeyev et al. 1983).
Questions arise from the analyses above:
• Does double reflection exist for the blockage o f gravity waves?
• How does the nonlinearity influence the blockage o f gravity waves?
• Is the Boussinesq wave theory able to simulate wave-blocking?
We shall address these questions in the following sections.
§.3

Effects o f the Nbnlinearity on the Wave Blockage
5.3.1

W eakly Nonlinear Analytical Solutions w ith Constant Depth

The study of the interaction of higher-order Stokes waves with depth-uniform
ambient currents has been reported by Baddour & Song (1990) and Jonsson & Ameborg
(1995). Baddour & Song found the solution up to third-order in the wave steepness for the
combined wave/current motion on a horizontal bottom while Jonsson & Ameborg
investigated the energy properties and shoaling of nonlinear waves on a current based on
the fifth-order Stokes theory by Fenton (1985). For the study of wave-blocking, it is
important to analyse the amplitude effects on the dispersion relation. In this section, we
shall present the third-order Stokes solution developed by Baddour and Song (1990) and
derive the third-order solution to the new Boussinesq-type equations for wave/current
interaction with a Pade [4,4] expansion of the Stokes linear dispersion relation on a
horizontal bottom using the Stokes-type expansion technique.
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Baddour & Song's (1990) Solution
The third-order approximation of the surface elevation and the horizontal particle
velocity for the combined wave/current motion can be written as
r| = a cos(kx - a t )
at 2k
2It (2
( 2 +coi
+cosh2£A)cosh£A
...
„ .
+ ----- - --------------- ------------ cos2(jfcx-G)f)
4
sinh3itA

(5.3.1)

...
.
3 3,
3^22 (1 +
+88 coshs)fcft)
cosh6/
+ — a fc ------------------- c o s 3 (x x -o )f)
64
sioh6kh
u = u c *■ —— — coshit(x+A) co s(fcx -o u )
svahkh

+ 1 — * £ £ — sinh 2 it(z+A ) co s 2 (fcx-a>f)

(5 .3 .2 )

4 siah*kh
3 ,2
3 ll-2 co sh 2 fc A
. . ,,
,
+ — k <3a ---------------------cosh3fc(z+A)cos3(fcx-<«)r)
64
sinh7jfcA
where the intrinsic angular frequency is expressed by

<X = yjkgtanhkh

1 +

2 8 +cosh4fc h

in

(kaf

8 sinh

(5.3.3)

kh

in which a is the first-order amplitude of the free-surface disturbance. The dispersion
relation is then given by
co - u ck = ± a.

(5.3.4)

Obviously, the steepness of waves affects the dispersion relation as indicated by (5.3.3)
& (5.3.4).
Third-order Solution to the New Set o f the Equations with a Constant Depth
Starting from the 1-D version of the new equations with the Pade [4,4] expansion
on a horizontal bottom, we shall derive the third-order solution based on the Stokes'
expansion technique.
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By power expansion of q and

in terms of the expansion parameter e =a/h, we

have
11= 6 ^ +

e2r\2 + €3ti3 + ~

ua = u c + 6 « * + €2 u2'r + e 3 u3w + —
where „ * is the constant velocity o f an ambient current, and

(5.3.5a)
(5.3.5b)

(5.3.6a)
(5.3.6b)
in which a„ are the amplitudes o f surface disturbance; bn are the velocity amplitudes; and
n = 1, 2, 3 ...
In order to avoid secular terms in the solution o f third and higher orders, we
expand the angular frequency as suggested by Stokes (Whitham, 1974):
o) = u ck + Oj + e2o3 + ~

(5.3.7)

We substitute (5.3.5), (5.3.6) and (5.3.7) into the one-dimensional version of the new set
of equations with the Pade [4,4] dispersion characteristics on a horizontal bottom, or
(3.6.9) and (3.6.10), to establish a hierarchy of equations.
Let us define the linear operators r e and r M to represent the linear parts of the
continuity and momentum equations:

(5.3.8a)

(5.3.8b)

Then, the hierarchy of equations may be expressed as follows,
the first-order, or linear equations:
(5.3.9a)
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r m{ v

(5.3.9b)

» r } = 0

the second-order equations:
W
TcK * U%) = - K « r ) r +PA2«t’'T1uo:-(a 'P ) A2Tll“*lxxx

(5.3.10a)

w
■ C a-Y ) h 2u * u lxxx

r m K ’ “/ } =

(5.3.10b)

and the third-order equations
r cK ’ “s*} = - K « / +Ti2 « r)x +P A2(Tiu « “2’' +Tii« t“r
-

(5.3.11a)

r m K ’ “3*} = " (UlWttZ ^ U2 U^ ) - ( . a - y ) ^ Z(UlWuZ a +«2UUxx)
+ /»(Tl2“ lLr+Tll «2Lr) + M t« r« iL r + h u e[nl «Zsx+1\l «i„x) (5.3.11b)
+ * e { io 3 [«,’r + ( a - Y ) A 2«lL ] }

Substitution of (5.3.6) into (5.3.9) leads to
-(G)o - u cfc)[l +a(£A )2]
[1+Y (kh)2]kg

(
l)
kh 1 - a ~ P + — (kh)2
3j
-(a )o- u c* ) [ l - ( a - Y ) ( * A ) 2]

ai

0
(5.3.12)

A

0

The requirement o f nontrivial solution to (5.3.12) yields the linear dispersion relation:.
(5.3.13a)

K - « c* f = °?
where
1 - a - p + — (kh)2 [l+Y (kh) 2 ]k2gh
°i =

3

(5.3.13b)

[l +p (* A )2][l - ( a - Y)( *A )2 ]

The relation between al and b, is given by
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,

i

_

f l + Y ( jk h f ] k g
/
\r
ai
(g)o - u c*)[ i - ( a - Y ) ( ^ A ) 2]

.
(5.3.14a)

or

(5.3.14b)

kh 1 - a - p + I (kh)2
r 3
We insert (5.3.6) into (5.3.10) and invoke the trigonometric identities:
cos20 s — ( l + cos 2 0 ) and sin 0 cos 0 = — sin 2 0
2
2

After differential and algebraic manipulations, we obtain
-(G>o - « c* ) [ l +4P(*/t)2]
[ l + 4 y (kh)2]kg

cx

kh 1 - 4 a - p + j j ( * A ) 2
- ( « o- a c*)[l - 4 ( a - Y ) ( t A ) 2]

(5.3.15)
.V

C2 .

>

1

where

.

1 2

J

c2 = - i * A 2 [ l - ( Q + a - Y ) ( * A ) 2 ]
4

(5.3.16a)
(5.3.16b)

in which
(kh)

1Q =

(5.3.16c)

1 + P(*A )2

Here cI and c2 are known by assuming a, is known. Solving the system of linear equations
(5.3.15) leads to
D,

az =

(5.3.17a)
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(5.3.17b)

bz =

where
D\ = ^ <°0 ~uCk'>kai bi 1 - | - p U k h f [l - 4 ( a - Y ) ( * A ) 2]
(5.3.18a)
+ - k 2h b f [ 1 -( Q + a-Y )(fcA )2] 1 - 4 ( a - p + i ) ( * A ) 2
4
3

D z = l( o > D- « ' * ) « * [ ! - ( Q + a - Y ) ( ^ ) 2][l + 4 p (* /i)2]
4
/
\
1
f - p ( k h ) 2 [ l + 4 Y(*A)2]
+ J ^ 2a i 6 i ^
k2
>

(5.3.18b)

D = ( O - u ' f c ) 2 [n-4P(irA )2] [ l - 4 ( a - Y ) ( ^ ) 2]

(5.3.18c)
- k 2g h 1 - 4

a-p -j
i
3

( k h ) 2 [l + 4 Y(*A)2]
j

Notice that the dispersion relation for the second-order solution is identical to (5.3.13) as
shown by the second-order Stokes theory.
Next we shall solve the third-order equations (5.3.11). We insert (5.3.6) into
(5.3.11) and invoke the trigonometric identities
cos6 cos2

0

s

—

2

(cosG + cos30)

cos2 0 sin 0 = — (sin3 0 - sin 0)
2
sin 2 0 c o s0 2 — (sin 0 + sin3 0 )
2
cos20 sin 0 2 — (sin 0 + sin3 0 )
4
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After differential and algebraic manipulations, we obtain the following equations
-(a ) - u ck ) [ l +9P (*A )2]

khh 1 - 9 V p + i

[1 +9Y (kh)2]kg

V

a3

3J

k.

-

(kh)2

(<*>„-« c* ) [ l - 9 ( a - Y ) ( * / i ) 2]

=

.* 3

.

d 2 _

(5.3.19)
where
1
dx = - - k a xb2 l - y ( a - p ) ( * A ) 2

l-i(a-p )(* A )2
(5.3.20a)

--&-C8 a,b. +a.b,)h2k 3 - — a f b . h k 3
6
2 1 1 2
24
1

= ~ 7 * 1* 2* [l -3 {c t-y ){kh )2 ]
£

d2

+ — ( 8 a x6 2 + a 2 6 1)(G )0

6

(5.3.20b)

- u ck ) k h 2 - — axbxh k 3
12

and

«22

.

*3

»

12

(5.3.21)

‘-----

c

m 2i

m

t ...... ..........

»

m u

where

mu = ~ ( w0 " “ c* ) [ 1 + P(**)2 ]

(5.3.22a)

m{2 - kh

(5.3.22b)

1 -

a - p + i j {kh)2

mn = 1 1 + Y (**)2 ]*£

(5.3.22c)

ntn = - ( <Do - u ck ) [l - (a - y) (.kh)2 ]

(5.3.22d)

F, = a3al [l + P(fr/i)2] + f x

(5.3.22e)

F2 = a3*I[l ~(a ~Y)(**)2] + / 2

(5.3.22f)

in which
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f x = - i a 26l4 l +( 7 p ^ a ) C ^ ) 2] - i a 1624 l +(7P-8a)(ArA)2]
2
2

(5.3.22g)

- —atb.hk.3
8

1

/ 2 = " J bibi k il -7(.0L~y)Ckh)2]*~(Salb2 - a j j h k 2^

- u ek)
(5.3.22h)

- - a.b h k3
4 1

A3 and B3 are the amplitudes of the possible solutions, ti3 = R e |yl3e ' (fa

and

u3* = R e { 5 3e 'cfa w‘,0|, respectively. Solving the system o f linear equations (5.3.19)

leads to
(5.3.23a)

a3 =

(5.3.23b)
where
Ex = - d x{Ci)o - u ek ) [ l - 9 i a - Y K k h ) 2]-d2kh 1-9

a-p+ i

(*A)2

Ez = - d 2(u>0 -u cfc)[l +9P(fcA)2]-rfl*g[l +9y(*A)2]
E =

(5.3.24a)
(5.3.24b)

(ajo - « c*)2 [l +9P(**)2] [l - 9 ( a - y ) ( * A ) 2]
-

k1-2zgh 1 _ 9 [ a - p + i

(5.3.24c)
Vth)2 [l +9y(*A)2 ]

The solutions of (5.3.21) may read
F .m „ - F m
A3 = __L _£------ *-J1_
m iim22 m2imi2
and
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*3 =

Fzmu - Fi mu

(5.3.25b)

mu m22 ~ *21*13

Since mllm22 - m2lml2 = 0 , the bounded solution of (5.3.21) requires
F im22 ~ F2mi2 = 0
and

(5.3.26a)

Fzmn - Ft m2l = 0

(5.3.26b)

Both (5.3.26a) and (5.3.26b) lead to the relation
(5.3.27)

o3 = o t (* a ,) 2 d 3

where
m 12 _ ,

A2 m
_
22

A

(5.3.28a)

a,[l +P(it/»)2] - 6 1[l - ( a - Y ) « r A ) 2] ^ . <A(*«l)2
22
or

m
f ' *u
°3

" /2

(5.3.28b)

=

b{[1 - ( a - y ) ( f c A ) 2] - a 1[l +P(*/i)2]
u
Both d3 are identical. Thus, the third order solutions to the new Boussinesq-type equations
for wave/current interaction with Pade [4,4] dispersion characteristics on a horizontal bed
in one dimension may be expressed as
T| = al cos(Jkx-Q)t)+a2c o s 2 (tx -G )t)+ a 3c o s3 (ltx -a )t)

(5.3.29)

u = u c+bl cos(kx-(ot) +62cos2(ifcx-cor) +63cos3(frx-cor)

(5.3.30)

(cd - u ck) = o t 1 + ( i a 1)2a 3

(5.3.31)
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where the coefficients bx, a2, bz, a3, b3, d 3 are defined by (5.3.14), (5.3.17a-b),
(5.3.23a-b), and (5.3.28), respectively. The dispersion relation (5.3.31) includes the
steepness effect where o t is the first-order intrinsic angular frequency as defined by
equation (5.3.13b).
Comparison o f the Nonlinear Solutions
It is important to compare the nonlinear properties of the new set of Boussinesqtype equations for wave/current interaction introduced in Section 3.6.3 with the results
given by the Stokes-type theory. We therefore introduce three ratios as follows.
Boussinesq

Boussinesq

« , . * --------1
Stokes
Where

Stokes

(5.3.32)

g S to k es

Boussunesq
Stokes , Q^oessintsq 3^
^stokes denote the second- and
• a3
» *3
third-order amplitudes o f the free surface elevation and the third-order intrinsic angular
Boussinesq

°2

Stokes

»

a2

frequency given by the Boussinesq and Stokes theories, respectively. On the basis of the
Stokes third-order solutions by Baddour & Song (1990) and the analytical results derived
in the previous section, we calculate the three ratios and plot them in Figs. 5.3.1, 5.3.2
and 5.3.3 with a given range of kh. Each figure shows four sets of curves corresponding
to the four sets of the parameters given by Schaffer and Madsen (1995) as follows.

= (-0.39476 ,

-0.54122 )

(a , ctj, a2) = ( 0.03917

-0.12919

(Y. Yt. Y2) = ( 0.01052

0.07327 , 0.08379 )

-0.09002 )

(5.3.33a)

\

= (-0.30469 ,
(a , av a2) = ( 0.03917 ,

-0.37500 )
-0.13054

-0.09137 )

(5.3.33b)

(Y. Y,. Y2) = ( 0.10059 , 0.15013 , 0.25072 )
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P.

= (-0 .0 2 8 6 5 ,

-r

( a , a p a 2) = ( 0.40528 ,

-0.02907 )
-0.20431 ,

-0.20097 )

(5.3.33c)

(Y> YP Y2) = ( 0.01052 , 0.01196 , 0.00144 )

= ( -0.06143 ,

-0.05965 )

( a , a ,, a 2) = ( 0.40528 ,

-0.19074 ,

(Y. Yp Y2) = ( 0.10059 ,

0.11674 ,

-0.21454 )

(5.3.33d)

0.21733 )

Although all sets of the parameters give identical Doppler shift properties corresponding
to a Pade [4,4] expansion o f the linear dispersion relation given by the first-order Stokes
theory for waves on uniform ambient currents, they lead to significant differences in
nonlinear characteristics as illustrated by Figs. 5.3.1-3. Among them, only the first-set of
the coefficients is attractive because the other three sets lead to abnormal behaviour of
a2_Bouss«nesq/o2_Stokes, Coefs.4
————- a2_Boussinesq/o2_Stokes, Coefs.3
— — - a2_Boussm esq/o2_Stokes, Coefs.2
o2 Boussinesq/o2 Stokes. Coefs.1

1.5

1 .2 5 -

1.0■S 0 .7 5 -

O'

0 .5 -

0 .2 5 -

0.0

0

1

2

4
3
5
6
kh
Fig. 5.3.1. Comparison between the second-order h a r m o n i c s given by the Boussinesq-type
equations and Baddour & Song’s (1990) solution with ambient currents.
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Fig. 5.3.2. Comparison between the third-order harmonics given by the Boussinesq-type
equations and Baddour & Song’s (1990) solution with ambient currents.
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Fig. 5.3.3. Comparison between the third-order components of the intrinsic angular
frequencies given by the Boussinesq-type equations and Baddour & Song’s (1990) solution
with ambient currents.
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third-order dispersion. The first set, i.e. (P , a , y) = (-0.395, 0.039, 0.011) however,
results in slight over prediction o f higher harmonics in shallow and intermediate water
while under prediction in deep water in comparison with the Stokes third-order solution.
It is noticeable that the new equations become nearly linear with accurate dispersion
characteristics in deeper water while retain the applicability for weakly nonlinear waves
in shallow water. Comparison of the third-order nonlinearity o f the present equations and
the equations introduced by Wei et al. (1995) and Madsen & Schaffer (1996) is o f interest
and needs further research.
In the next section, we shall study the nonlinearity effects on the wave blockage
by the analysis o f the nonlinear dispersion relations introduced in the present section.
5.3.2 Effects o f the Nonlinearity on Wave-Blocking
The third-order analytical solutions of the new Boussinesq-type equations and
Stokes theory enable us to analyze the effect o f nonlinearity on the blockage of water
waves by opposing currents. The dispersion relations of the third-order solutions may be
written as
(«

(5.3.34a)

- F rk h f = o 2

where
o = a , (1 + (fca,)2o3)
in which
_ Stokes
°I
_ Boussinesq

_ Stokes
a3
o3 =< _ Boussinesq

(5.3.34c)

°3

here 5 s'0*", aStoktt,

and

correspond to the Stokes and Boussinesq

solutions and are given by (5.1.10a), (5.3.3), (5.1.10d) and (5.3.28), respectively.
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Firstly, let us examine the Stokes solution. For given values of wave steepness and
a range of wave number, (5.3.34a) leads to a set o f curves as shown in Fig. 5.3.4. When
afh =0, (5.3.29) returns to the linear intrinsic angular frequency which corresponds to the
solid curve in Fig. 5.3.4. Clearly, the wave steepness offsets the higher order dispersion
characteristics from the linear ones when wave number becomes large as illustrated by the
dash curves. With respect to wave-blocking, the consequence of the amplitude effect may
remove the singularity completely, or no wave-blocking in case of large wave number and
weak current speeds as illustrated by the straight line. This was also discussed by e.g.
Chin (1980) and Jonsson & Ameborg (1995). In the case of strong nonlinearity, the
removal of wave-blocking by the amplitude effect may lead to wave breaking due to the
wave steepness limit. The end of the dash curve corresponding to ath =0.065 in Fig.
5.3.4 indicates the breaking limit. In reality, it is often observed that wave breaking
becomes more intensive in tidal inlets or river entrances at the time of ebb tide. The
nonlinearity however, only slightly affects the wave-blocking property in the intermediate
water in comparison with the linear theory. In the gravity wave regime, the nonlinearity
does not cause the double reflection of wave-blocking since the curve of the third-order
nonlinear intrinsic angular frequency does not show the sbape of convexity and concavity,
i.e. there are no three roots in the solution o f the dispersion relation. However, single
reflection of the blockage of gravity waves may lead to double reflection because the
firstly reflected wave may become extremely short and fall into the capillary wave regime
where the double-reflection mechanism exists.
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————- o/h=0.065, 3rd—order Stokes
“ - o/h=0.045, 3rd—order Stokes
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Fig. S.3.4. Illustration of the nonlinear effect on the dispersion relation and on blocking
of gravity waves given by Stokes-type third-order theory.

In order to study the nonlinear effects on wave-blocking in the regime of
gravity/capillary waves, we analyze the following Stokes third-order solution including the
influence o f the surface tension.
(to - U ck)z = of

(5.3.35)

where
Vi

o = gk * a \ k 2 * - £ k 3

(5.3.36)

where the typical value of TJp is 7.3x 10' 5 m 3I s 1 (see Trulsen & Mei, 1993). Given three
first-order amplitudes, e.g. a, = 0.0, 0.002 m and 0.005 m , and a range of k, (5.3.36)
leads to a set of (dash) curves as shown in Fig. 5.3.5 where the solid curve corresponds
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to the first-order Stokes solution of gravity waves used as a reference. When at =0.0, the
curve with the shape o f convexity and concavity for the linear gravity/capillary waves
shows three possible solutions to the dispersion relation. This indicates the double
reflection associated with the blockage of gravity/capillary waves as discussed in the
previous section. Obviously, the nonlinearity effect strengthens this double reflection
mechanism in the regime o f gravity/capillary waves.The end of the curve corresponding
to a t =0.005 m indicates wave breaking due to the steepness limit which is assumed twice
the limit for gravity waves in order to highlight the amplitude effects. We also notice that
the nonlinearity effect narrows the distance between the two blocking points of the double
reflection as illustrated in Fig. 5.3.5 because the concave-convex points become closer.
Let us turn to the kinematics o f wave/current interaction given by the new
Boussinesq-type equations regarding the nonlinearity effect on gravity waves with finite
water depth for the extended Boussinesq theory. By the choice of the first set of the
parameters, i.e. (P , a , y ) =(-0.395, 0.039, 0.011), for the new Boussinesq-type
equations, (5.3.33) gives a set of curves corresponding to a/h=0.0, 0.045, and 0.065,
respectively. The curves are shown in Fig. 5.3.6 where we also plot the curve of the
Stokes first-order solution as a reference. Notice that the nonlinear effect is very minor
and the curves corresponding to the given amplitudes blend with the linear curve because
the new Boussinesq-type equations lead to under prediction of the nonlinearity in deep
water. Since wave-blocking is dominated by the linear dispersion properties, we may
conclude that, in theory, the new Boussinesq-type equations for wave/current interaction
with Pade [4,4] dispersion characteristics are capable o f simulating fairly-long, weaklynonlinear waves blocked by strong opposing currents with the single-reflection process.
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Fig. 5.3.5. Illustration of the third-order nonlinearity effect on the blockage of
gravity/capillary waves given by Stokes-type theory.
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Fig. 5.3.6. Illustration of the third-order nonlinearity effect on the blockage of gravity
waves given by the new Boussinesq-type equations.
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5.4

Num erical Simulation o f W ave Blocking
The first test case considers monochromatic waves propagating against a current

in a channel with a submerged bar. A sketch of the bathymetry is shown in Fig 5.4.1a.
The channel is 60m long, 0.8m deep on both sides of the bar and 0.2m deep on top o f the
bar. The western and eastern slopes of the bar are 1/50 and 1/20, respectively. Bed
friction is modeled by the use o f the Chezy friction law, using a Chezy coefficient o f 300
m1/2/s in the sections 0 < x < 37m and 55m < x < 60m, and a coefficient of 30 mI/2/s
in the section 37m < x < 55m. The relatively strong friction in the latter section serves
as a stabilizing factor for the flow simulation. Initially, we impose a constant velocity of
-0.17 m/s at the eastern boundary and a radiating condition at the western boundary. This
leads to a steady current field which is the same as the model test described in Section
4.3.1. Figures 5.4.1b-c shows the computed stationary spatial variation of the velocity and
the surface elevation (full curve).
As the next step we impose a sinusoidal wave train on top of the steady current
field. This is done by specifying a velocity condition at the western boundary including
the local current obtained in the previous calculation. At the eastern boundary we use a
sponge layer which absorbs the short waves while allowing the current to pass through.
The incoming wave has a period of 1.2s and an initial height of 0.02m. The grid size and
the time step are chosen to be 0.02m and 0.005s, respectively. Figures 5.4.2a-b show the
computed surface elevation and particle velocity for the combined wave-current motion.
We notice that the oscillatory motion is stopped at the position x=33.5m where wave
blocking occurs because the local current velocity exceeds the local group velocity o f the
wave. The dotted line in Figure 5.4.2a indicates the theoretical solution obtained by the
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Fig. 5.4.1. Steady open channel flow over a submerged bar predicted by the ID model,
(a) Submerged bar topography; (b) Horizontal velocity profile; (c) Free surface elevation.
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Fig. 5.4.2. Monochromatic wave propagation on a spatially-varying, opposing current.
(a) Computed wave profile (solid line) and analytical wave envelope (dotted line);
(b) Modelled particle velocity of fully coupled wave/current motion.
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principle o f wave action and we notice a good agreement with the computations with
respect to amplitude amplification as well as the position o f the blocking point.
The theory of wave action based on linear progressive wave motion obviously fails
close to the blocking point as it predicts the wave height to go to infinity, which neither
happens in reality nor in the model. As suggested by Smith (1975), Stiassnie & Dagan
(1979), Shyu & Phillips (1990) and Trulsen & Mei (1993), the wave action is eventually
reflected at the blocking point and energy is transferred to much higher wave numbers.
Furthermore, the wave numbers o f the reflected waves will decrease rapidly with the
distance from the blocking point due to the decreasing current. The steepest waves can
therefore be expected downstream (i.e. upwave) the blocking point and these may
obviously be exposed to wave breaking.
In the present numerical model it is generally quite difficult to simulate the
reflected wave field. This is because the wave numbers involved will often be outside the
range of validity of any Boussinesq formulation and secondly because the grid resolution
will normally not be sufficient. On video animations o f the present simulations we do see
very short waves being reflected from the blocking point, and these waves will dissipate
due to the restricted grid resolution.
In Fig. 5.4.3, a bichromatic wave train on a spatially-varying current is simulated.
The same bathymetry, steady current field, grid size and time step as in the simulation of
the monochromatic wave are employed. The bichromatic waves consist of a 1.2s wave and
a 3.0s wave. Both waves have the same height of 0.02m. The model predicts that the
shorter wave of 1.2s is blocked by the opposing current at the position x=33.5m (as
before) while the longer wave of 3.0s propagates through the blocking point and reaches
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Fig. 5.4.3. Simulation o f a bichromatic wave train propagating on a spatially-varying,
opposing current over the topography as in Fig. 5.4.1.
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Fig. 5.4.4. Fourier analysis of the bichromatic waves from Fig. 5.4.3. (Solid line:
firstharmonics; Dotted line: second harmonics), (a) Amplitudes of the first and second
harmonics of the 3.0 s wave component; (b) Amplitudes of the first and second harmonics
of the 1.2 s wave component.
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the eastern boundary where a sponge layer efficiently absorbs the wave energy. The wave
profile in Fig. 5.4.3 with bichromatic and regular wave forms before and after blocking,
respectively, illustrates the blocking o f the shorter wave in the bichromatic wave train.
This is also confirmed by the Fourier analysis of the model results as shown in Figs.
5.4.4a-b indicate the amplitude of the first and second harmonics corresponding to the 3.0s
wave and 1.2s wave, respectively.
Finally, we consider a monochromatic wave propagating on an opposing, spatiallyvarying current with a wave period of 2.4s. The bathymetry and the current field are
identical to Fig. 5.4.1. In contrast to the 1.2s wave studied in Fig. 5.4.2a-b, the 2.4s wave
will not be blocked by the current. On the other hand, 1.2s and higher harmonics will
evolve during the shoaling of the primary wave and the question is now, whether these
harmonics will behave differently from the 1.2s primary wave shown in Fig. 5.4.2a-b.
Fig. 5.4.5a shows the resulting surface elevation, while Fig. 5.4.5b shows the spatial
variation of the Fourier amplitudes corresponding to the primary (solid) and second
(dotted) harmonics, respectively.
We notice that higher harmonics are not blocked by the current as long as they are
bound to the primary wave which has stronger group velocity than the current speed. Once
the harmonics are released as free waves with a comparatively smaller group velocity after
passage of the submerged-bar crest, the blocking subsequently occurs near the position
x=42m rather than at 33.5m as in Fig. 5.4.2a. Behind the bar a monochromatic wave of
2.4s is again observed as the current acts as a lowpass filter removing higher harmonics.
If no current were present, the wave pattern behind the bar would be irregular containing
a number of free higher harmonics as demonstrated in Fig.5.4.6a-b.
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Fig. 5.4.5. Simulation of monochromatic waves of 2.4 s propagating over the submerged
bar of Fig. 5.4.1 with a spatially-varying, opposing current, (a) Wave profile; (b)
Amplitudes of the first (solid line) and second (dotted line) harmonics.
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the first (solid line) and second (dotted line) harmonics.
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In summary, a one-dimensional numerical model o f the new equations is employed
to simulate the complicated phenomenon of monochromatic and bichromatic waves being
fully or partly blocked in opposing currents. It is demonstrated that higher harmonics can
propagate against a strong opposing current as long as they are bound to the primary wave
train. Further verification o f the model against measurements is obviously required, but
the results obtained so far are indeed promising and show that the new equations make it
possible to simulate a range o f complicated phenomena related to the interaction of waves
and depth-uniform currents in coastal regions.
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CHAPTER VI
CURRENT EFFECTS ON NONLINEAR INTERACTIONS
OF SHALLOW-WATER WAVES
It is well known that in physical experiments or numerical modeling, regular waves
generated by a first-order wave input (wave-maker) may propagate with nonconstant wave
forms in shallow water on a horizontal bed. Secondary crests may be observed between
two successive primary crests which are described by the Stokes first-order wave theory.
The extent of offset from the sinusoidal wave form increases with the Ursell number of
the input wave. Known as the harmonic generation o f shallow-water waves, the
mechanism of this phenomenon has been addressed by a number of experimental studies
(e.g. Boczar-Karakiewicz, 1972; Buhr-Hansen & Svendsen, 1974; and Chapalain et al.,
1992) and theoretical investigations (e.g. Mei & Unluata, 1972; Bryant, 1973; Madsen &
Sorensen, 1993; Dingemans, 1994). Nonlinear shoaling o f shallow-water waves was
investigated by Freilich & Guza (1984) on the basis of the classical Boussinesq equations
and field measurements. All the studies mentioned above considered only pure water
waves and current effects on the harmonic generation and nonlinear, triad interactions have
not been taken into account.
In nature, ambient currents are often encountered by wind waves. In laboratories,
however, the simultaneous simulation of waves and a current is still challenging physical
wave modelers. Alternatively, the numerical wave flume based on the new Boussinesqtype equations for fully coupled wave/current interaction introduced by Madsen & Schaffer
(1996) and Chen et al. (1996) offers an approach to the study of wave-current interaction
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including wave-blocking and current effects on harmonic generation and nonlinear
interactions of shallow-water waves.
6.1

C urrent Effects on the Interaction Coefficients o f the Evolution Equations
To obtain insight into the influence of an ambient current on near-resonant triad

interactions, we derive the evolution equations on the basis of Boussinesq-type equations
for wave-current interaction with constant water depth using the multi-scale method. The
set of equations introduced by Yoon & Liu (1989) is chosen as the starting point of our
analysis for simplicity although enhanced equations for wave-current interaction with Pade
[4,4] dispersion characteristics exist (Chen et al., 1996; Madsen & Schaffer, 1996).
The one-dimensional version o f the model equations on a horizontal bed is given
by the mass equation
(6.1.1)

and the momentum equation
(6 . 1.2 )

where U denotes the depth-averaged velocity in the x direction and q is the free surface
elevation. Notice that the final term in (6.1.2) is simplified from the original one,
-1 /3 h 2(U Uzx)z, on the basis of the scaling assumptions. The additional terms introduced
in Chapter III have been neglected here since the still water level is considered as the free
suface of the uniform, ambient current on a flat bed. In other words, q is the free surface
disturbance due to the wave motion only.
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As usual, we assume that the wave form modulation resulting from nonlinear
intentions o f wave components (harmonics) is much slower than the spatial variation of
the free surface described by Stokes first-order waves. The multi-scale method is therefore
used to derive the interaction equations. Consider two scales
x and X = ex

(6.1.3)

where X denotes the slow scale and the nonlinear parameter e =a/A« 1. Thus,
u = c/(x,x,r),

t) = n (x,x,o

Eqs (6.1.1) & (6.1.2) become
+

hUz + ehU x + (Tit7)x + e O lC O x = 0

(6.1.4)

ut + u u x + e u u x + gTix + e g i\x
- j * 2^

-

* y * 2^ „

- M ' U V * . - »(<?)

(

5)

Notice that (6.1.4) and (6.1.5) are in dimensional form where e indicates the slow scale
of the wave modulation.
The free surface elevation r\ and the velocity U are expanded as power series in
terms of the expansion parameter e . They read
q(x,X ,0 = etjjCx,X,r) + €2ti2(x,X ,0 + -

(6.1.6)

C/(x,X, 0 = U c + eC/1(x,X,0 + e2C/2(x,X,f) + -

(6.1.7)

where u c is the ambient current velocity and, {/. and

(/ =1,2 •••) are respectively the

depth-averaged velocity and free surface elevation due to the wave motion. Substitution
of (6.1.6) & (6.1.7) into (6.1.4) & (6.1.5) leads to a hierachy of equations. The first-order
and second-order equations are then given by
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n„ -

+o

Uu *

' n u

=o

(6.1.8)

* f f lu - T * !c /u» - T h Z u ' Ui~. ' 0

(6.1.9)

and
^

+ ACA* + ^ 2 *

= -A ^ x x -(n i^ i) - t f c*itx
- J * 2^

-

= - v < v u - U ' U IK - g n ,!
* f * 2^

(6. 1.10)

(6. 1.11)

- j * 2^ u „

+

(6.1.10) & (6.1.11) can be rewritten as
mn

ml2

m2l

A

m22

U2.

(6 . 1.12)

A

where
m.,

11

3

= —

rrc

a*

12

,,c a

i , 2'
- —h

dt

a
W 22

=

~

ar

d

+ £ 7 — ,

U

+

A = -(W

ax

=

hL —9

5

,

21

dx

d3
3 r2ar

= p —

ar

- -1A.,2rrc
ZCT 5s .

3

d*3

(6.1.14)
(6.1.15)

, ~ AC^IX -

J.
A = - t f .t f u ' * 1 .x * T3 * 2^ ^

(6.1.13)

' a ’ u * * T h l u »*. * * 2£/ICW

(6.1.16)

•

I
a

J3

1

m22 .

o

m2i

mn

*

y

Similarly, (6.1.8) & (6.1.9) are rearranged as

0
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We consider the solution consisting o f three harmonic components as
(6.1.18)

= £ «y(X)e
7=i

“7 -^ * 7
7=1

a (X )e '*7

(6.1.19)

V

where aj is the amplitude, kj is the wave number and
4>, = kjx - &)/
in which the absolute angular frequency is given by
0), = a),

o)2 = 2(0,

(o3 = 3(0

The requirement of nontrivial solution of (6.1.17) yields the linear dispersion relations as
(q - u ek ft = a],

j = 1,2,3

(6.1.22)

where the intrinsic angular frequency is given by

o! =

k' gh

(6.1.23)

Solving (6.1.12) leads to
('»Um22-m t2OT2l)Tl2 =A m22 ~ A n i2

(6.1.24)

(mu m22-m l2m21)172 = /2« u -

(6.1.25)

If we consider that r\2 and U2 have solutions similar to theform of (6.1.18) & (6.1.19),
the requirement of a bounded second-order solution leadsto
f \ mn - A mn = 0

(6.1.26)

f 2mn - / , « 2, = 0

(6.1.27)
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Both (6.1.26) and (6.1.27) are identical. The bounded second-order solution requirement
which essentially prevents the second-order solution from containing harmonics common
to the first-order solution is the so-called solubility constraint in the literature (e.g. Freilich
& Guza, 1984). From (6.1.27), we obtain
sf’W L * <r*Ctfu >x

- K tfu), - s(n„)x *

- ^K k
(6.1.28)

* r ^ * ’K « k * h *u ' ( ^ - k = 0
Inserting (6.1.18) and (6.1.19) into (6.1.28) and applying the solubility constraint to each
harmonic component yields
dax
— e

~

®2 e

-

i S ^ e * ' = Q2a f r a*' * P2al-a3e**'-*')

,S

! dX

= . W
M
1 1 2

' •

(6.1.29a)

(6.1.29b)

(6.1.29c)

where
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* 2 g u ‘kl

$ = 2* ° , ( 1

j = 1,2,3

*1
c
»—
c

' Z u f 2 ' a* _1_/T /r r j _
, k i ki ,

Qi =
f

n
(6.1.30b)

i ^

*7

(6.1.30a)

+ -0 .0 - | ^ - f L
0*2‘ a i>
3 1 2J i
**J

f, =

+
- U-*rt r j_ _ j J
T■ - ™
A2 2 3 , *2 *3,
^3 i

, *2
( -2

%

+ —a2a,
3 2 3l ^

Q =
*2
h

(6.1.30c)

,2

*2,
T

|( a 3 ' ° 2)

+ — — + —o \k x
h 1 kx
3 1 1

P , _= g

' ^ L + fl
<ki
5
2'
+ - a . a,
3 1 3v, *iI

[

P, =
\

_

*3j

(6.1.30d)

(l_ _ l )
+ — a. a,
(o 3- o t )
A2 1 3
*3,

(6.1.30e)

(o 3" ° i)

_ \

.Z u -Z 2 +
n cw.
t f i . n
T• _ l1_ U|
A,l k-2 J
A2 1 2

( a i +° 2)
(6.1.30Q

+ —a ,a 5
3 1 2 Ic
Kl

k
*2

(Cl +a2)
/

and ay* is the complex conjugate o f ay..
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Hence the evolution equations may be expressed as

,Q\

dX

•

= - i — a. a.e

i(4>2-2$,)

1 2

±1. =
dX

S2

1

_P\

.

- i — a, a.e
St 2 3

- / — a t*a3e
S2

(6.U 1)

dai = _, £ i a a e '«W 4»i>

dX

S3

12

Comparison o f the evolution equations for the combined wave/current motion and
the pure wave motion (e.g. Dingemans, 1994) indicates that both sets of equations have
the identical form but the corresponding coefficients are different. An ambient current
influences nonlinear interactions in two ways. First, the Doppler shift has overall effects
on the wave numbers resulting in the changes in wave phase mismatches and the
interaction coefficients. Secondly, an ambient current has a direct influence on the
interaction coefficients as shown by Sj. The additional terms in Qv P v Qv Pv P3 o f the
evolution equations for combined wave/current motion result from the Boussinesq-like
term for wave/current interaction in Yoon & Liu’s (1989) equations. It is apparent that the
extent of the current effects depends on the strength of an ambient-current velocity and the
wave period. When the current dies out, both sets o f the interaction coefficients become
identical except the additional terms, i.e. 2gDcib/ in S’ and the third terms in
QV ^V Q2* ^*2’ ^*3"
In order to illustrate the current effects on the interaction coefficients, the ratios of
Qi/S, and Q /$ taken relative to the corresponding values of the pure waves without
currents are shown in Fig. 6.1.1 as a function of the Froude number (Fr=U cA/(gh)). The
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primary wave is assumed to be of h/Lo=0.03 (L0=g/(2ic)T2). Consequently, the second
harmonic has 11/ 1^ = 0.12 which is within the applicable range of the Yoon & Liu (1989)’s
equations when Fr is equal to -0.1. Obviously, a following current decreases the magnitude
of the interaction coefficients and an opposing current increases the magnitude. It is
already known that longer waves lead to smaller interaction coefficients and stronger
energy exchange than the shorter waves do.

.............. (Q 2/S2)_w c/(Q 2/S2)_«v
(Q1/S1) wc/(Q 1/S1) »v

1.8
1.6

1.00.80.6
-

0.1

- 0 .0 5

0.0

0.05

0.1

Froude No.

Fig. 6.1.1. Illustration of the current effect on the interaction coefficients Qt/St and Q2/S2
relative to those o f the pure wave motion with h/Lo=0.03.
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6.2

Harmonic Generation on a Flat Bottom with Ambient Currents
The simplest example of near-resonant triad interactions is probably the harmonic

generation on a flat bottom when first-order boundary conditions are applied. This can be
readily illustrated by the so-called near-field second-order solution. Baddour and Song
(1990) obtained the Stokes-type third-order solution for waves on an uniform current. The
surface elevation at the second order is expressed as
r| = ajcosfifcc-cor) +■ a2cos2(fcc -cor)

(6.2.1)

where the second-order amplitude a2 and the first-order dispersion relation are respectively
given by
2
(6.2.2a)

in which

2

kh (2 + cosh 2kh) cosh kh
4
sinh3kh

(6.2.2b)

and
(co - U ck f = a2

(6.2.3a)

in which
a2 = gktanhkh

(6.2.3b)

The use of the first-order boundary condition leads to the release of parasitic higher
harmonics which are of equal amplitude and opposite phase compared with the bounded
waves. At second order the resulting free surface elevation becomes
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T|(x,f) = a,cos(fc,x
(6 .2 .4 )

Gz — [cos(2 kxx - 2 0)tf ) -cos(fc2x - 2 0 ^ ) ]

By invoking the trigonometric identity
cos(2£tx -2(Ol t) -cos(k2x - 2 (0 ^ )
sin (2 kx- k 2) l

= - 2 sin

we obtain
T|(x, t) = axcos(kxx -col t) +a2(x) sin (2kx+k2)- - 2 o > xt

(6.2.5)

in which
f o_x
c \

a2(x) = 2G 2— sin
h
I 2

(6 2 .6)

and the mismatch
5m = k 2 - 2kx

(6.2.7)

The wave numbers are determined by the dispersion relation (6.2.3). The beat length is
then defined as
= —

(6 .2 .8)

Equations (6.2.5M 6.2.8) indicate that the current effect on the second-order
harmonic generation is through the modulation of phase mismatch by the Doppler shift.
Figures 6.2.1-2 illustrate the current effects on the beat length and second-order amplitude
coefficient G2. Given 11/1^=0.03, 0.04 and 0.05, and -0.l5< F rs0.15, we compute the
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ratios o f I* and Gj taken relative to the corresponding values without currents as depicted
in Figs. 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 as a function of the Froude number. It is noted that an opposing
current reduces the beat length and the energy exchange between the primary wave and
the second harmonic, and vise versa for a following current. For example, as Fr =-0.15
and h/Lo= 0 .04 , the near-field solution with the opposing current predicts a reduction of
about 68% in the beat-length and 24% in second-order amplitude in comparison with the
case without currents. Although these values may be somewhat over-estimates of the
current effects due to the limitation of the second-order theory in shallow water, they give
the tendency and order o f magnitude o f the current effects. Since the expansion method
for obtaining (6.2.5H 6.2.8) is only valid when a2(x) is smaller than the first-order
amplitude, those expressions are only applicable within the distance near to the input
boundary (wave maker) where the amplitude of second-harmonic is small. In the area far
away from the input boundary, evolution equations as derived in the preceding section are
needed to describe the phenomena of harmonic generation and nonlinear interactions.
Instead of solving the evolution equations, we use the time domain model on the
basis of the equations introduced by Madsen & Schaffer (1996) and Chen et al. (1996) to
investigate the influence of an ambient current on harmonic generation. This model has
been validated against physical experimental data in case o f the pure wave motion by
Banijamali (1997) and the linear solution based on the wave action principle in the case
of the combined wave/current motion by Chen et al. (1996). Good agreement has been
observed.
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Fig. 6.2.1. Illustration of the current effect on the ratio of the beat-length relative to that
of the pure wave motion.
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Fig. 6.2.2. Illustration of the current effect on the ratio of the second-order amplitude
coefficient Gz relative to that of the pure wave motion.
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First of all, we simulate the harmonic generation on a flat bed in the absence of an
ambient current. The channel is 38 m long and 0.4 m deep. The grid spacing and time step
are chosen as 0.04 meter and 0.01 second, respectively. A t the western boundary of the
channel, a first-order boundary condition with 2.5 s in wave period and 0.084 m in wave
height is imposed, which generates spurious free second-order waves resulting in the
modulation of the wave train along the channel. The wave condition of Trial A in the
physical experiments by Chapalain et al. (1992) is chosen in the numerical experiment: A
sponge layer that is able to absorb short waves and allow currents to pass though is
employed at the eastern boundary where the wave energy is efficiently absorbed. This test
case in the absence of a current will be used as a ‘benchmark’ to illustrate the offset
resulting from current effects (see Fig. 6.2.3b). The next test cases consider harmonic
generation with a following and opposing current, respectively. Steady, uniform, open
channel flows with the Froude numbers, F r =±0.15, are generated and then first-order
boundary conditions with the corresponding current velocity are imposed at the western
boundary. The water depth of the channel, wave period, and wave height are kept identical
to those for the case of the pure wave motion. Fourier analyses of the model results reveal
the amplitude of each harmonic varying along the channel. Figures 6.2.3a-c show the
amplitudes of the first three harmonics corresponding to the cases o f the following current,
acquiescent water and opposing current, respectively. Obviously, currents with the typical
strength of |F r| = 0 .1 —0.15 have significant effects on the harmonic generation. A
following current lengthens the beat length and increases the extent of energy exchange
between harmonics and vise versa for an opposing current as illustrated in Figs 6.2.3a-c.
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Fig. 6.2.3. Amplitudes of the first three harmonics generated with a same incident wave
height in the cases of (a) a following current, (b) acquiescent water, and (c) an opposing
current.
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Although currents change the incoming wave height, the three test cases described
above employed the same first-order amplitude in order to highlight the current effects on
the harmonic generation. The next two test cases will include the influence of the change
in the first-order amplitude due to an ambient current. We repeat the tests with a following
and an opposing current but replaced the incident first-order wave heights by 0.071 m and
0.104 m, respectively, which are determined by the wave action balance equation. The
resultant Ursell numbers are found to be 34.1 and 24.8, respectively. In comparison with
the Ursell number of 29.5 for the case of pure wave motion, obviously, the following
current with F r= 0.15 increases the Ursell number by about 16% even though the firstorder wave height is reduced. In contrast, the opposing current with Fr= -0.15 decreases
the Ursell number by about 16% while the first-order wave height is increased. Figures
6.2.4a and 6.2.4c show the first three harmonics of the modeled waves on the following
and opposing currents, respectively. The harmonics for the pure wave motion are again
presented as a reference (Fig. 6.2.4b).The model results indicate that although the
amplitude of the second harmonic is reduced by the following current because o f the
reduction of the first-order amplitude, the ratio of the energy in the second harmonic to
the energy in the primary wave is increased and vise versa for the case of opposing
current. This tendency is in agreement with the theoretical predictions as illustrated in
Figs. 6.1.1, 6.2.1, and 6.2.2.
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heights of the primary waves are determined based on the wave action conservation
principle.
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6.3

C urrent Effects on Nonlinear Shoaling
The influences of an ambient current on the higher harmonics generated by

nonlinear shoaling o f a monochromatic wave are numerically investigated. A submerged
bar topography as shown in Fig. 6.3.1c is employed in the numerical experiments. The
numerical wave flume is 32 m long and 0.4 m deep. The water depth on the crest of the
bar is 0.1 m. The western and eastern slopes of the bar are 1/20 and 1/10, respectively.
As a monochromatic wave train propagates over the underwater bar, on the upward slope,
wave shoaling generates bounded harmonics which propagate with the primary wave. The
bounded harmonics start to be released after passage o f the bar crest due to the change of
the bottom slope. On the downward slope, the difference between the primary wave and
free higher harmonics become clearly visible because they travel in different wave
celeries. Underwater bars are often used to investigate the properties o f nonlinear
numerical models for the pure wave motion in the literature (e.g. Dingemans, 1994).
In the present work, first, the numerical model is verified against the physical
experiments o f pure wave propagation over the bar bathymetry as shown by Banijamali
(1997). The results for a wave train with 2.0 s in period and 0.01 m in initial amplitude
over the submerged bar bathymetry are presented in Fig. 6.3.1a-b. The dotted lines
represent the modeled amplitudes of the first four harmonics which are in good agreement
with the physical experimental results measured by the Delft Hydraulics.
As the next step, steady, open channel flows over the same submerged bar
topography are generated by using the model. Initially, we impose a constant velocity of
-0.025 m/s at the eastern boundary and a radiating condition at the western boundary. This
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Fig. 6.3.1. Comparison of the computed harmonic amplitudes (dotted lines) and the
measurements (circles and triangles), (a) The third and fourth harmonics; (b) The first and
second harmonics; (c) Topography. (From Banijamali, 1997).
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leads to a steady current flowing from the east to the west of the channel. The resulting
water level on the flat bed of the channel is equal to 0.005 m while on the crest o f the bar
is 0.0045 m. No bottom friction is used in the channel. The velocity on top of the bar
reaches the maximum strength of -0.102 m/s and the resultant Froude number is
approximately -0.1. Figure 6.3.2 shows the computed stationary spatial variation of the
velocity and the surface elevation. As demonstrated in Chapter IV, the modeled steady
flow agrees well with the result o f conventional theory neglecting the vertical acceleration
of the flow since the effect of the surface curvature of the flow is minor. Next, we impose
the sinusoidal wave train on top of the steady current field. The incident wave period of
2.0 s is identical to that in the absence o f a current. The corresponding wave height
applied on the western boundary with a current velocity of -0.025 m/s is equal to 0.206
m. The grid size and the time step are chosen to be 0.04 m and 0.01 s, respectively.
Figures 6.3.3a-b show the modeled free surface elevation and the particle velocity at the
z-elevation (z=-0.541h), respectively for the monochromatic wave shoaling on the
spatially-varying, opposing current and propagating over the submerged bar. The results
of a Fourier analysis o f the computed surface elevation are presented in Fig. 6.3.4 where
the amplitudes of the first three harmonics are compared with those in absence of a
current. We notice that on the western slope of the submerged bar, although the opposing
current increases the amplitudes of the primary and bounded higher harmonics, the ratio
of the energy in higher harmonics to the energy in the primary wave is reduced compared
with the case of the pure wave motion. On the crest of the bar, higher harmonics start to
be released as free waves which become more sensitive to an ambient current and the beat
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length governs the energy transfer between the primary and higher harmonics. As shown
in the preceding section, an opposing current shortens the beat-Iength. The higher
harmonics therefore exchange energy with the primary wave more quickly due to the
presence of the opposing current. After passage over the bar, higher harmonics become
free waves which are exposed to more current effects than the bounded harmonics.
Finally, we repeat the preceding simulation but change the direction o f the current.
Figure 6.3.5 shows the resultant amplitudes of the first three harmonics for waves shoaling
and propagating on the following current. Once again, the corresponding amplitudes for
the case of pure wave motion are also presented for comparison. Conclusions as contrasted
to those for an opposing current can be drawn from Fig. 6.3.5. In summary, a following
current decreases the amplitudes of the primary and bounded higher harmonics of shoaling
waves but increases the ratio of the energy in higher harmonics to the energy in the
primary wave. After wave passage of the bar crest, a longer distance is involved with the
exchange of energy between the primary and free higher harmonics on a following current
in comparison with the case o f pure wave motion.
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6.4

Summary
In this chapter, current effects on harmonic generation and nonlinear shoaling of

shallow-water waves were investigated. First, evolution equations for triad interactions on
an ambient current with a constant water depth were derived and analyzed. Insights into
the current effects on shallow-water wave interactions were gained through comparison
of the interaction coefficients with those for the pure wave motion. Secondly, the near
field solution on the basis o f Stokes second-order theory was obtained and utilized to
examine the current effects on the beat length and second-order amplitude. In Sections 6.2
and 6.3, the enhanced Boussinesq model for the fully coupled wave/current motion was
employed to simulate harmonic generation and nonlinear shoaling of shallow water waves.
It can be concluded from the theoretical analyses and numerical experiments that an
opposing current will reduce the Ursell number, the beat-length and the ratio o f the energy
in the second harmonic to the energy in the primary wave and vise versa for a following
current. In other words, an opposing current will diminish the extent of triad interactions
while a following current will intensify energy exchange between wave components. This
is in complete, direct contrast to the current effects on deep water waves. From the
shoaling tests it is also found that an ambient current has less effect on bound harmonics
than on free harmonics. Once the higher harmonics are released as free waves, they
become more sensitive to an ambient current. They may exchange energy with the primary
wave more quickly in the case of an opposing current since the beat-length is shortened.
Further verification of the numerical results against measurements is obviously required.
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CHAPTER Vn
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The present research addressed the wave-blocking phenomenon and current effects
on the nonlinear triad interactions of shallow-water waves on the basis of Boussinesq
theory by means o f theoretical and numerical approaches.
Chapter

in focused

on the derivation of Boussinesq-type equations for the

combined motion of waves and currents in shallow water areas. The waves were assumed
weakly nonlinear and the ambient current was assumed to be uniform over water depth.
In order to allow for the treatment of strong currents in connection with wave-blocking in
shallow water we assumed the magnitude o f the current to be as large as the shallow-water
wave celerity. The temporal variation of the current was ignored, while the spatial
variation was assumed to vary on the scale relative to the wave length scale. In other
words, we assumed the rate of the spatial variation of the current velocity never exceeds
that of the wave.
Boussinesq-type equations for the combined wave/current motion were derived on
the basis of the scaling assumptions and the procedure follows to some extent the work by
Yoon & Liu (1898). In contrast, however, they restricted their derivation to the case of
moderate currents weaker than shallow water celerity. The first set of equations we
obtained was formulated in terms o f the depth-averaged velocity vector retaining the
correct form of the Doppler shift and allowing for strong currents. Then these equations
were enhanced to achieve a Pade [2,2] expansion in kh o f Stokes folly-dispersive wave
celerity with the presence of an ambient current by either employing the Madsen et a l.’s
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(1991) technique or Nwogu’s (1993) approach. Finally, the equations recast to the velocity
variable at an arbitrary z-elevation were further enhanced to improve the dispersion
accuracy to Pade [4,4] dispersion characteristics while retaining the correct form of
Doppler shift. Linear dispersion analysis has shown that this formulation allows a much
larger range of applications in terms of the current speeds and wave periods can be treated.
In retrospect, the equations developed in Chapter m appears as subsets of the equations
by Madsen & Schaffer (1996) who took a different approach by including all nonlinear
terms associated with the respective order of the dispersion but without explicit
consideration of currents.
Chapter IV presented the numerical solutions to the new set of Boussinesq-type
equations for the fully coupled wave/current motion in one dimension by means of the
higher-order finite-difference schemes. Following Wei & Kirby (1995), Wei et al. (1995)
and Banijamali (1997), we utilized fourth-order centering for the discretization of the firstorder spatial-derivatives, and second-order centering for dispersive-terms. The mixed
fourth/second-order spatial discretization was aimed at keeping the same size (5-point) of
the computational stencil. The time integration was performed by a higher-order predictorcorrector scheme. We made use of the third-order explicit Adams-Bashforth scheme for
the predictor step and the fourth-order Adams-Moulton scheme for the corrector step.
Consequently, the use o f the high-order discretization of the first-order spatial and
temporal derivatives has ensured that the truncation errors do not become comparable in
magnitude to the dispersion terms with typical space and time resolution. In Chapter IV,
emphasis was given to the development of nonreflective boundary conditions for the fully-
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coupled wave/current motion. We proposed a technique to couple two known methods
which are the sponge layer concept suitable for short waves and Sommerfeld radiation
condition for currents in order to benefit from their different but complementary
properties. This coupling method was implemented into the numerical model and led to
an efficient absorption and radiation of combined waves and currents. It has provided
satisfactory non-reflective boundaries for the simulation o f frilly coupled wave/current
motion as demonstrated by the numerical experiments.
We verified the numerical model against well known solutions based on the existing
theories. The first test considered simulation of steady open channel flow using the new
1-D model. It has been found that the modeled results are in fairly good agreement with
the solution of the stationary, nonlinear shallow water equations (SWE) neglecting the
effects on the vertical acceleration. As expected, the additional Boussinesq dispersive
terms in the model have a slight effect on the free surface elevation where the gradient of
surface curvature is large. In those areas the Boussinesq-type equations are superior to the
SWE as suggested by Basco (1983, 1989). The second test compared a modeled wave
shoaling on a varying current over a sloping bottom with the solution of the wave action
principle and very good agreement has been observed in terms o f wave height and wave
length even near the blocking location. It can be concluded from the model verification
that the numerical model described in Chapter IV can be used to simulate and investigate
the fully coupled wave/current motion including wave-blocking.
Theoretically, the study of wave-blocking is a challenge since the conventional
approach using the wave action principle becomes singular at the blocking point. The
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extended Boussinesq theory/model introduced in Chapters HI & IV has offered us a tool
to investigate the blockage o f fairly long waves by strong opposing currents. The
effectiveness o f the model has been confirmed by the analysis o f the blocking properties
of the new Boussinesq-type equations in comparison with the fully-dispersive Stokes
solution and the numerical experiments given in Chapter V. The detailed review and
discussion o f the single- and double-refection mechanisms perm it further understanding
of the modeled results of wave-blocking.
The effect of the nonlinearity on the wave blockage was investigated theoretically
in Chapter V. We derived the third-order solution of the new set of Boussinesq-type
equations following the Stokes-type expansion technique and the results were compared
with the target solution by Baddour & Song (1990) who derived the solution from potential
theory. It turns out that the new equations become nearly linear with accurate dispersion
characteristics in deep water while retaining their applicability for weakly nonlinear waves
in shallow water with the similar slight over prediction of nonlinearity as in the Nwogu’s
(1993) equations in comparison with the nonlinear Stokes-type solutions. The nearly linear
nature in deep water is also observed in one attractive and recommended set of the
equations by Madsen & Schaffer (1996) The amplitude effect on the blocking properties
was then analyzed using graphic solutions to the exact and approximated third-order
dispersion relations. The analysis has confirmed that the consequence of the amplitude
effect may remove the singularity completely, or no wave-blocking in the case of large
wave numbers and weak current speeds as suggested by e.g. Chin (1980) and Jonsson &
Arneborg (1995). In the case of strong nonlinearity, the removal of wave-blocking by the
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amplitude effect may lead to wave breaking due to the wave steepness limit. It can be
concluded that in the gravity wave regime, the nonlinearity does not cause the doublereflection of wave-blocking since the curve of the third-order nonlinear intrinsic angular
frequency versus the wave numbers does not show the shape o f convexity and concavity,
i.e. three roots do not exist in the solution o f the third-order dispersion relation. However,
single reflection o f the blockage of gravity waves may lead to double reflection because
the first reflected wave may become extremely short and frill into the capillary wave
regime where the double-reflection mechanism exists.
The nonlinear effect o f the new set of Boussinesq-type equations on wave-blocking
is very minor due to its under prediction of the nonlinearity in deep water. Since waveblocking is dominated by the linear dispersion properties, we may conclude that the new
Boussinesq-type equations derived in Chapter IH are capable of simulating fairly-long,
weakly-nonlinear water waves blocked by strong opposing currents with the single
reflection process. This was demonstrated by numerical experiments detailed in Chapter
V.

In summary, the one-dimensional numerical model has successfully simulated the
complicated phenomenon of monochromatic and bichromatic waves being fully or partly
blocked in opposing currents. The numerical results confirmed the non-breaking single
reflection process o f the wave blockage although the reflected waves were not well
resolved by the model due to the grid size limit. With respect to the blockage o f higherharmonics generated by nonlinear shoaling, we can conclude that as long as the higherharmonics are bound with the primary wave, they can propagate against a strong opposing
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current which is strong enough to block the free higher-harmonics. Further verification of
the model against measurements is obviously required, but the results obtained so far in
Chapter V are indeed promising. The model is the first one using a direct solution o f the
conservation laws for mass and momentum to simulate and study wave-blocking.
Finally, Chapter VI considered the current effects on nonlinear interactions of
shallow-water waves. First, we derived the evolution equations for triad interaction on the
basis of the Yoon & L iu’s (1989) equations with a constant water depth on an ambient
current. Comparison of the interaction coefficients with those of the pure wave motion has
offered insight into the current effects on triad interactions of shallow-water waves. It
turns out that the evolution equations have identical form to those of the pure motion (e.g.
Dingemans,1994) but an ambient current influences nonlinear interactions by the
modulation of the mismatch and the interaction coefficients. We have found that an
opposing current increases the magnitude of the interaction coefficients resulting in
reduction of the degree o f interactions and vise-versa for a following current. This was
confirmed by the near-field solutions on the basis of the Stokes second-order theory and
the numerical simulations of harmonic generation and nonlinear shoaling of shallow-water
waves with opposing and following currents by the use of the numerical model for fullycoupled wave/current motion.
It can be concluded from the theoretical analyses and the numerical experiments
in Chapter VI that an opposing current will reduce the Ursell number, the beat-length and
the ratio of the energy in the second harmonic to the energy in the primary wave and viseversa for a following current. In other words, an opposing current will diminish the extent
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of triad interactions while a following current will intensify energy exchange between
wave components. This is in complete, direct contrast to the current effects on deep water
waves. The shoaling tests also demonstrated that an ambient current has less effect on
bounded harmonics than on free harmonics. This is consistent with the finding of the
strong wave/current interaction in connection with the blocking characteristics o f bounded
and free higher-hannonics. Once the higher harmonics are released as free waves due to
abrupt change in the water depth, they become more sensitive to an ambient current. The
numerical results have shown that released higher-hannonics may exchange energy with
the primary wave more quickly in the case of an opposing current since the beat-length is
shortened.
In conclusion, the theoretical and numerical results obtained in the present work
have demonstrated that the new Boussinesq-type equations for fully coupled wave/current
interaction make it possible to simulate a range of complicated phenomena related to the
interaction of waves and the depth-uniform current in the coastal regions.
For future research on modeling wave/current interaction in the use o f Boussinesq
theory, many possible topics remain worth pursuing. First of all, verification o f the model
against physical experiments o f fully coupled wave/current interaction is obviously
required. Secondly, although the equations are formulated in two dimensions, the present
model is restricted to one-dimension. Naturally, the next step is to extend it to two
dimensions (2-D) on the horizontal plane and validate the 2-D model against physical
experimental results and field measurements. Thirdly, incorporation of a wave breaking
formulation (e.g. Schaffer et al., 1993) with the presence of an ambient current into the
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model is desired. Fourthly, comparison of the third-order nonlinear properties among the
equations by the present work, Madsen & Schaffer (1996), and Wei. et al. (1995) is also
of interest, hi connection with the further development o f the Boussinesq theory for
wave/current interaction, we shall pursue the extension of the theory to allow for
interaction of waves with depth-varying currents. Finally, the use of high-performance
computing technique will enable the model to be applied in a large range of applications
in coastal regions.
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APPENDIX
DEPTH-DEPENDENCE OF THE HORIZONTAL VELOCITY FIELD
One of the key steps in the development o f Boussinesq-type equations is to
determine the depth-dependence o f the horizontal velocity field of the fluid which can be
expanded as a Taylor series with respect to a reference velocity vector i? at the still water
level (z=0) or ub at the bottom (z =-h). In this appendix, we shall use both reference
velocities and basically they give the same results in the sense of same order of
approximation. First o f all, we use i =u(x,y,0,t) as the reference velocity for Taylor
expansion, i.e.
u(x,y,z,t) =u(x,y,0,t) +zu z(x,y,0,t) + ^ z 2u jx ,y ,0 ,t) +--

(A.1.1)

We make use of the vorticity equations as well as the continuity equation to evaluate u, and
us in (A.1.1).
Differentiation o f the vorticity equation with respect to z leads to
u_ = (Vw)_ =

(A. 1.2)

where w is the vertical velocity of the fluid. From the continuity equation we have
Wz = -V-u

(A. 1.3)

Inserting (A. 1.3) into (A. 1.2) yields
(A. 1.4)
Evaluation of (A. 1.4) at the still water level gives
uJx,y,o,t) = -V(V-tf)
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By using the depth-integrated continuity equation in combination with the vorticity
equation we obtain
« = -V

(A. 1.6)

Substitution of (A.1.1) and (A.1.5) into (A.1.6) and evaluation at the still water level yield
if z(x,y,o,f) = -V [V- (hA )] + H.O.T.

(A.1.7)

where H.O.T. denotes the higher order terms which, are negligible in lower order
Boussinesq-type equations. By inserting (A.1.5) and (A .1.7) into (A.1.1) we obtain the
depth-dependence of the horizontal velocity field in terms of A
u(x,y,z,f) = A - zV [V- (hA )] - i - z 2V (V-rf ) + H.O.T.

(A. 1.8)

which is in agreement with the relation given by Yoon & Liu (1989).
Next we shall derive the depth-dependence equation in terms of the velocity at the
bottom. Similarly, the horizontal velocity vector is expanded as a Taylor series with
respect to the velocity vector a*=u(x,y,-h,t) on the seabed, i.e.
if(x,y,z,t) = u(xy,-h,t) +(z+h)u,Qc,y, ~h,t) + - ( z + A ) 2if ( x ,y , ~h,t) + 2

(A. 1.9)

By employing the Leibniz rule o f integration
(i.e. for a function/(x,z), -^ - ffy x r fd z = f*& dz+ /(x,
axJet
J* ax

ax

ox

equation (A. 1.6) becomes
j zV'udz *■ if

VA

(A.1.10)
J"ZV ( V ’it)dz +V‘if |I=_fcV A+V (if

VA)
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Evaluating (A. 1.10) and (A.1.5) at the seabed, or z= -h yields
* z(xy,-h,t) = ~[V*« |r=_*VA + V (* |r=V VA)]

(A.1.11)

and
u jx y ,- h ,t) = - V (V-«) |t=.A

(A 1.12)

We substitute (A.1.11) and (A .I.12) into (A. 1.9) to obtain the depth-dependence o f a in
teems of ub, i.e.
/

\

u =«A-(r+/»)V[V-(Aii.)] + * i - £ i
, 2 ' 2

V(V*«.)+£T.O.r.

(A.1.13)

Actually, (A.1.8) and (A.1.13) are convertible to each other within the same order of
approximation. Let us demonstrate this by reformulating (A.1.8) to (A.1.13). Evaluating
(A.1.8) on the seabed yields
u(xy,-h,t) = a + h V [V -{h a )]-± h 2V{V'a)+a.O.T.

(A. 1.14)

By subtracting (A. 1.14) from (A.1.8) we have
u - u b = ~(z +A)V[V- (ha)] +± ( k 2 - z 2)V(V'tl)+ff.O.T .
2

(A.1.15)

The use of the leading term &~uh o f (A.1.14) in the dispersive terms o f (A.1.15) leads
to the identical relation to (A.1.13) which is also in agreement with the expression given
by Nwogu (1993).
Similarly, we can reformulate (A.1.8) in terms of the depth-integrated flow rate
(i.e. U) or the velocity at an arbitrary level in the water. Those relations are given in
Chapter IE.
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